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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Understanding the Interactions Between Acoustic Fields and Motile Microorganisms in
Microfluidic Systems
by
Minji Kim
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering & Materials Science
Washington University in St. Louis, 2021
Professor J. Mark Meacham, Chair
Acoustofluidics utilizes ultrasonic standing waves in microscale fluidic channels to manipulate
cells, microorganisms, and other objects sized from tens of nanometers to tens of microns. When
exposed to an ultrasonic standing wave field, particles suspended in a fluid become confined to
potential minima (nodes) of the acoustic field. I will present a number of related studies that
involve the interactions between acoustic fields and motile microorganisms. First, I will show how
an acoustic trap-and-release method enables rapid quantification of cell motility. As a
demonstration, the newly developed motility assay is applied to discriminate swimming of wildtype and mutant Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells. Results closely approximate the average speed
of a population estimated from the mean squared displacement of individual cells, without the need
to trace discrete trajectories. Thus large-population acoustic trap-and-release allows for automated
analysis of hundreds of cells in minutes.
The calibrated swimming C. reinhardtii cells are then used as active probes to map the
acoustic fields within fluid-filled channels and chambers driven at resonance. Accurate
characterization of the field performance is critical for design and optimization of acoustofluidic
devices, and also for translation of such devices into clinical and industrial settings. However,
xvi

extant computational modeling and experimental methods that use passive microparticles do not
adequately capture the pressure distributions in intricate chamber geometries. This work
introduces a method that can precisely assess acoustofluidic device performance while
circumventing the aforementioned problems. The proposed method enables real-time
characterization and continuous monitoring of acoustofluidic device performance. The optimal
device resonances within a specified frequency range can be automatically identified. Qualitative
mapping of the acoustic field strength with varying voltage amplitude is also possible for any type
of field shape. Accurate quantification of field characteristics (e.g., acoustic energy density) in a
simple straight rectangular microchannel driven at the first half-wavelength resonance is
accomplished. This demonstration highlights the advantages of living probes enabling field
quantification over a range of actuation voltages in a single experiment. The presented work lays
the foundation for a measurement tool that can accelerate translation of research prototypes to
commercial products, improving the long-term viability of acoustofluidic devices.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This dissertation focuses on the use of motile microorganisms in acoustofluidic devices.
Acoustofluidics, also known as acoustic microfluidics, is a field that combines acoustics with
micro-scale fluid mechanics. The following section will first cover a summary of the microfluidics
field. Then, how sound waves are integrated with microfluidic devices, especially for biological
applications, will be discussed. The state of the art and challenges in acoustofluidic device
performance characterization will then be outlined. Background information on the motile
microorganism of interest, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, will also be provided. Finally, the chapter
will conclude with the specific aims of this doctoral work and the dissertation outline.

1.1 Overview of microfluidics
Microfluidics is the study of particle and fluid manipulation in micro-sized channels and
chambers.1 The field has revolutionized the traditional benchtop processes by miniaturizing them
and integrating several functionalities onto a single device with the size of only a few cm2. For this
reason, microfluidic devices are often referred to as lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices. Since a typical
sample volume needed for a microfluidic device is very small (1–10s of nanoliters), significant
time and cost can be saved for microfluidic experiments and analysis compared to conventional
macro-scale processes. Additionally, micro-scale biological particles can be observed and studied
at a high resolution. Microfluidic technologies have enabled various operations at the single-cell
level,2-4 which were not available at the macro-level. At the micro-scale where the Reynolds
number is very low (≪ 1), viscosity dominates over inertia. (Note: the Reynolds number is the
ratio of inertial force to viscous force.) Consequently, laminar flow, rather than turbulent flow, is
observed and suspended particles are transported with little to no mixing. Therefore, particles can
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be precisely and effectively controlled, especially when an additional force is applied. Various
modes

of

manipulation,

such

as

hydrodynamic,

electrophoretic,

dielectrophoretic,

magnetophoretic, optical, and acoustic handling, have been applied.
Inertial microfluidics5-7 is a form of passive microfluidics, which does not use an external
force field. It relies on designing the channel geometry in a way that induces particle migration
through hydrodynamic forces. Since it was first proposed in 2007,8 there have been significant
innovations

in

the

field

owning

to

the

advancement

in

micromachining

and

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fabrication processes. Zhang et al.9 and Tang et al.10
provide comprehensive reviews on the field.
The following are active microfluidic manipulations, which incorporate external forces. In
electrophoretic microfluidic devices,11-13 charged particles are placed in a conductive medium.
When an electric voltage is applied, the particles experience an electrophoretic force and migrate
to the electrode that has the opposite charge polarity. Particles with a positive electrophoretic
mobility move toward the cathode, particles with a negative electrophoretic mobility move toward
the anode, and neutral particles are not affected.14 The impact of microchip electrophoresis in
biological analysis can be found in Refs. 14 and 15.14, 15
Manipulation of polarizable particles (e.g., biological cells, viruses, and bacteria) is
achieved in dielectrophoretic microfluidics16-18 by applying a nonuniform electric field. When such
particles are placed in an electric field, dipoles are formed. In a uniform field, the net force is zero.
However, in a nonuniform field, unequal forces are put on each half of the dipole and the particles
experience a dielectrophoretic (DEP) force. DEP microfluidics exploits the dielectric properties of
the particles, which is a combination of structural and chemical characteristics.19 Readers may
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refer to Refs. 20 and 21 for an overview of the physics behind DEP integrated microfluidic devices
and their biomedical applications.20, 21
In micro-magnetofluidic devices,22-24 particles are exposed to a non-uniform magnetic field.
Magnetic or magnetically labelled particles are often utilized; however, diamagnetic particles can
also be manipulated. To create magnetic fields, conventional permanent magnets or
electromagnetic coil can be placed outside the microfluidic channel. Alternatively, they can be
incorporated in the channel design using microfabrication. Depending on the difference in
magnetic susceptibilities between the particle and the medium, the particles are moved either
toward where magnetic field flux gradient is maximum, or minimum. The author directs the
readers to Refs. 25, 26 and 27 for thorough reviews on this topic.25-27
Light, highly focused laser beams to be specific, is used in optical microfluidics for particle
manipulation.4,

28, 29

A laser beam, often with a Gaussian intensity profile, is sent through a

microscope objective. For particles with a diameter much smaller than the light’s wavelength, an
electric dipole moment is created, and the particles are moved along the electric field gradient.
Particles with a diameter much larger than the light’s wavelength refract the light rays. The change
in the momentum of photons results in recoil, which traps the particles. Mohanty et al. and Paie et
al. provide reviews on how optical manipulation is incorporated in microfluidic devices.30, 31

1.2 Overview of acoustofluidics
Acoustofluidics, which is the focus of this dissertation, integrates acoustics with microfluidic
devices. Ultrasound, which are sound waves with high frequencies that exceed the human hearing
range is utilized. (For reference, the human hearing range is from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz.32 Sound
waves with frequencies lower than this range are called infrasound.) Frequencies in the low MHz
range produce sub-millimeter wavelengths in water at room temperature. Therefore, they are
3

appropriate for setting up standing waves in micro-scale channels. (Note: the speed of sound in
water is approximately ~1500 m s-1 at room temperature.)33
There are two main ways of generating acoustic waves in acoustofluidics: bulk acoustic
waves (BAW) and surface acoustic waves (SAW). A typical BAW device comprises a fluid cavity
(microfluidic channel or chamber), a surrounding mechanical structure, and a piezoelectric
transducer (See Fig. 1.1a). When an electrical voltage is applied, the transducer converts the
electric signal into mechanical motion. Hence, mechanical vibrations in the structure are induced.
(Further details on the theory of piezoelectricity can be found in Ref. 33.34) The fluidic channel is
etched in materials with high acoustic impedances, such as glass, silicon, or metal. For example,
the characteristic acoustic impedances (Z) for Pyrex, silicon, and stainless steel 347 are 12.59,
19.79, and 45.68 ´ 106 kg m-2 s, respectively.35 Most aqueous solutions used in microfluidic chips
exhibit water-like properties (Zwater, 25 °C = 1.49 ´ 106 kg m-2 s) and there is a significant impedance
mismatch between the chip and the fluid inside. Therefore, waves are reflected at the fluid/structure
interfaces. BAW devices are operated in the low-MHz range (0.5 – 10 MHz). At resonant
frequencies, standing BAWs (SBAWs) are instantaneously set up inside the channel.
In SAW devices, interdigitated transducers (IDTs) are used to generate surface vibrations.
The transducers are made of comb-shaped metal electrodes deposited on top of a piezoelectric
substrate such as lithium niobate (See Fig. 1.1b). A standing SAW (SSAW) is set up either using
a single traveling SAW (TSAW) with a hard boundary that reflects the wave or using two opposing
TSAWs. SAW devices are actuated in a much higher frequency range (10–1000 MHz) than BAW
devices. Refs. 35-40 provide comprehensive reviews on the theory and applications of SAW
devices.36-41 Every project in this dissertation uses BAW devices. However, the author would like
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to note that the acoustic trap-and-release method (Chapter 2) and the characterization method using
active probes (Chapters 3 and 4) can be applied to SAW devices as well.

Fig. 1.1. Two main ways of wave generation in acoustofluidic devices. (a) A schematic of a typical
standing bulk acoustic wave (SBAW) device using a single actuator and rigid structural vibrations to
create large amplitude ultrasonic standing waves. (b) A schematic of an example standing surface
acoustic wave (SSAW) device generating standing wave fields through interference of surface acoustic
waves driven by interdigitated (IDT) electrode pairs.

When a standing wave field is developed inside the channel, suspended particles are subject
to acoustophoretic motion. Particles with a positive acoustic contrast factor are moved to pressure
minima (nodes) of the acoustic field, while particles with a negative acoustic contrast factor are
moved to pressure maxima (antinodes). Acoustic contrast factor (F) is defined as the following,
using the mass density and compressibility of the particle and the fluid:
Φ=

1
1
𝑓! + 𝑓"
3
2

(1.1)

where
𝑓! = 1 − 𝜅̃ and 𝑓" =

2(𝜌3 − 1)
.
2𝜌3 + 1

(1.2)

The dimensionless coefficients, f1 and f2, are the ratios of particle (sub p) to medium (sub o) density
and compressibility, 𝜌3=ρp/ρo and 𝜅̃ = κp/κo.
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The force that drives the particle movement is called the acoustic radiation force (Fac),
which is a non-linear effect of acoustic fields. It arises due to the acoustic waves scattering off the
particle.42 On a small, compressible spherical particle in an inviscid fluid, Fac is expressed as42-46
Fac = −

4𝜋 #
1
3
a ∇ 8f1 𝜅o 〈p!" 〉 − f2 𝜌o 〈v!" 〉;,
3
2
4

(1.3)

where p1 and v1 are the pressure and velocity fields and á ñ stands for a time average over a full
oscillation period of a time-harmonic quantity. As shown in Eq. 1.3, the acoustic radiation force
depends only on the physical properties of the cells and the fluid. This aspect enables label-free
and contact-free manipulation of particles, which is a great asset for biological applications.
Additionally, since Fac scales proportionally to the volume of the particle, size-dependent
separation is possible.
Another type of non-linear effect observed in acoustofluidics is acoustic streaming, which
is a phenomenon where a steady net flow is generated in the bulk fluid.47 In some cases, streaming
can be problematic and is desired to be avoided. However, acoustic streaming can be effectively
utilized for various applications such as mixing,48 pumping,49 and sorting.50 The streaming effect
is more dominant for particles with diameter smaller than 3µm.51 Since the diameter of the cell
(~8 µm) used in this work far exceeds that threshold, its effect is negligible. For interested readers,
more information on acoustic streaming can be found in Parts 13-16 of the tutorial series
Acoustofluidics published by Lab on a Chip.47, 52-54

1.3 Acoustofluidic devices for biomedical applications
Acoustofluidics has received significant attention in the past decade as an enabling technology in
various fields, especially in medicine and biology. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the number of times the
keywords ‘acoustophoresis’ and ‘acoustofluidics’ were cited per year has exponentially increased
6

since the early 2000’s. The growing interest in the field can be explained by its novelty, efficiency,
biocompatibility, and versatility. Acoustic methods permit contact- and label-free object
manipulation and analysis in microfluidic formats. The safety and biocompatibility of acoustic
waves in biological settings have been well investigated.55-57 A few notable biological applications
of acoustofluidics are provided in the following sections.

Fig. 1.2. The total number of citations of the keywords ‘acoustophoresis’ and ‘acoustofluidics’ per year
from 1995 to 2020. Data gathered from Web of Science.

1.3.1 Acoustofluidic manipulation of passive particles
The ability to precisely control particle and fluid motion has driven rapid adoption of
acoustofluidics in many areas of biomedical research. Size-selective particle handling has been
demonstrated, with the target particles having a unique acoustophysical signature – mass density,
compressibility, and size. For example, Fig. 1.3 shows size-based separation of 3-µm polystyrene
and 8-µm polymethylmethacrylate particles. When the acoustics is turned off, particles of both
sizes exit through the side outlets. However, when the acoustics is turned on, the 8µm particles are
moved to the pressure nodal line (channel center) much faster than the 3-µm particles, since the
7

acoustic radiation force which drives the particle motion is proportional to the particle volume.
Exploiting the same concept, isolation58-60, enrichment61, and trapping62 for objects sized from 10s
of nanometers (biomolecules) to 10s of microns (cells/microorganisms) have been reported.

Fig. 1.3. (Left) Microscope image of the situation when the ultrasound is turned off. Both 3 µm and 8
µm particles exit through the side outlets. (Right) Microscope image of the situation when the
ultrasound is turned on. The 8 µm particles are focused in the fundamental resonance pressure node
and exit through the center outlet while the 3 µm particles are gathered in the first harmonic pressure
nodes and exit through the side outlets. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Soc. Rev., 2007, 36,
492-506.63

Cell analyses at the single-cell resolution has been reported as well. As shown in Fig. 1.4,
Collins et al.3 demonstrated single-cell patterning using surface acoustic waves. Using high
frequencies with smaller wavelengths that are comparable to the cell sizes, two-dimensional
acoustic force field was created. Each acoustic ‘well’ is designed to contain only one cell. The
acoustic ability to pattern and then retain single cells over a long time period without any
mechanical methods is advantageous for cellular activity observations, that were not feasible
previously. Additionally, single-cell mechanotyping,64 self-pumped single-cell trapping,65 and
organizing a high density single cell array66 have been demonstrated.
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Fig. 1.4. (a) A solution of 6.1-μm particles suspended in water is (b) exposed to a λ=21-μm, 0.52-Wapplied power, 171-MHz two-dimensional acoustic field biased in one direction. (c) The excess
particles can then be removed from the chamber by pumping fluid into the chamber, manipulated either
by hand or a syringe pump. Scale bar, 100 μm. Reprinted from Collins, D., Morahan, B., GarciaBustos, J. et al. Two-dimensional single-cell patterning with one cell per well driven by surface
acoustic waves. Nat Commun 6, 8686 (2015).3 (This is an open access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons CC BY license, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.)

1.3.2 Acoustofluidic manipulation of active matter
Acoustic methods can be even more advantageous for handling active matter. Traditionally, motile
biological matter had to be immobilized for analysis. For example, the swimming Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii cells are conventionally 1) physically held, or 2) chemically deciliated, or 3) genetically
modified to enable observation. Acoustofluidics provides a non-contact way to confining and
trapping motile bacteria, cells, and microorganisms for a long-term study without physical contact
or chemical/genetic modification. To date, a variety of phenomena of active matter have been
observed using acoustic waves, such as induced clustering of Escherichia coli in acoustic fields67,
acoustic trapping of Janus particles68, translational and rotational manipulation of Caenorhabditis
elegans (See Fig. 1.5).39, 69 Acoustic handling of active matter has much left to be explored and
this doctoral work aims to contribute to this specific aspect of the field.
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Fig. 1.5. Single C. elegans manipulation. One single C. elegans was (A) trapped, (B) moved in y
direction, (C) moved in x direction, and (D) moved in y direction again and released, with the average
velocity of approximately 40 μm/s. An optical image of C. elegans (E) before and (F) after being fully
stretched. Reprinted from Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Jul 2012, 109 (28) 1110511109; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1209288109 Copyright (2012) National Academy of Sciences39

1.4 Acoustofluidic device characterization
1.4.1 State of the art and challenges
Despite of the aforementioned breakthroughs that have been achieved in academic labs around the
world, acoustofluidic devices have not yet been translated widely into clinical and industrial
settings. The level of precision and stability has to be significantly improved for acoustofluidic
technologies to fully meet their potential in various fields, ranging from medicine and biology to
chemistry and energy. One of the main challenges is that the system performance is highly
sensitive to geometric tolerances (e.g., any irregularities that arise during the fabrication and/or
assembly processes) and difficult-to-control environmental variables (e.g., temperature). To that
end, incorporating a real-time feedback control has been receiving an increasing attention.70, 71
Such feedback system heavily relies on an accurate and fast prior calibration of device performance.
However, current device characterization methods are laborious and time-consuming and are
difficult to be integrated for real-time feedback control purposes. Hence, rapid and accurate
10

experimental performance assessment methods are necessary. Such methods would also enhance
the design process and allow real-time identification of true experimental system operating
parameters.
The accuracy and complexity of computational models that show device performance and
effectiveness (e.g., acoustic pressure, pressure gradient, and acoustic energy density) have been
improved significantly. However, even sophisticated model predictions can deviate from
experimental performances. It is almost impossible or extremely computationally costly to capture
the real-world irregularities such as variations in material properties, geometric tolerances, and illdefined component interfaces.72, 73 Thus, while a model-based approach is useful for effective
microfluidic design and optimization, it cannot fully replace experimental investigations of ideal
operating parameters and field responses.
Most of current experimental methods rely on observing acoustophoretic motion of passive
tracer particles. For example, polystyrene (PS) or polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) beads of size
range 5-10 µm are widely used. Relevant equations are then fit to the particle trajectories or particle
velocity profiles to calculate the acoustic energy density and the pressure amplitude. Methods such
as single-particle tracking (brightfield74 and holographic time-lapse75 imaging), microparticle
image velocimetry (µPIV),76, 77 light-intensity transients,78 and combined acoustic and optical
trapping79-81 have been reported. These approaches require prior knowledge of analytical
expressions that relate the motion of particles to the acoustic radiation force. Thus, they are limited
to simple geometries, such as rectangular microchannels, and cannot be implemented in
characterizing devices with more complex channel geometries. Additionally, once passive
particles undergo an acoustophoretic motion, they cannot redistribute. Hence, for each
combination of operating parameters (e.g., frequency, voltage, and temperature) to be tested, the
11

microfluidic channel has to be flushed and reloaded with a new sample. Even though attempts
have been made to automate such process,76 passive-particle-based methods remain laborious,
time-consuming, and ultimately incapable of continuous monitoring. As an alternative, particleless methods have also been reported;82,

83

however, their implementation involves unique

expertise and/or set-up and wide adoption of such tools is practically difficult.

1.4.2 Proposed solution
The author proposes use of active measurement probes to address the drawbacks of passive
particles. Active matter, which exhibits random motion, naturally fills an enclosed area and forms
a uniform distribution. This quality allows not only simple but also complex shapes to be filled
with ease. Self-propelled particles, such as Janus particles and motile cells, can be confined under
the influence of external forces (e.g., optical, magnetic, or acoustic).68, 84, 85 In such an environment,
the particle/cell distributions display the balance of the applied force and the particle propulsive
force. Since active matter continuously probe the surrounding environment and redistribute, they
instantly reflect changes in the force field. If the field changes, for example, due to a temperature
rise, active probes indicate such changes in real time. Additionally, multiple user-controlled
parameters can be tested in a series without refreshing the channel. The ability to continuously
monitor the acoustic field in real-time is a significant advancement in device characterization.
Finally, the field performance can be quantified through a force balance on these active particles.68
(See Section 1.4.2 for discussions on our choice of active probes.) This rapid, accurate, and easyto-implement performance measurement technique has the potential to be a standardized
characterization method adopted by the wider microfluidics community. The author hopes that it
will help aid developing commercial microfluidic products that are robust and viable in the longterm.
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1.5 Microorganism of interest: Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
In my doctoral study, versatile C. reinhardtii cells are used for both biological and engineering
applications. The characteristics that make C. reinhardtii cells a strong candidate for a biological
model as well as active probes are discussed below.

1.5.1 C. reinhardtii as a biological model
Motile cilia are hair-like structures that beat to propel cells or move fluids and other materials.
Ciliated cells can be found in the brain, kidneys, lungs, and reproductive system and play many
integral roles, such as removing mucus and particulates from airways (See Fig. 1.6) and moving
cerebral spinal fluid in the brain. Dysfunctional cilia show impaired or no motion and are known
or suspected in cilia-related disorders (ciliopathies), including primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD),
infertility, and hydrocephalus.86-90 (Videos S1 and S2 in Plos One, 2013, 8, e59436 well
demonstrate the distinct differences in motion in between healthy human epithelial cells and those
from a subject with PCD.91) Therefore, understanding the mechanism of ciliary motion is
important from a medical perspective, as it can lead us to development of novel therapy, treatment,
and diagnosis of ciliopathies.

Fig. 1.6. The human airway epithelium. (a) Histology of the large airway epithelium from a healthy
nonsmoker. (b) Role of cilia in airway mucociliary clearance. The mucus gel layer entraps
microorganisms and other inhaled particles and transports them out of the lung through cilia beating.
Reprinted with permission from Annu. Rev. Physiol. 2015. 77:379–406.92
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For research purposes, mammalian ciliated cells are time-consuming, laborious, and more
difficult to grow and maintain. As an alternative, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, a unicellular alga,
is utilized as a biochemical and genetic model for studying ciliary function and assembly in the
fields of genetics and biomechanics.93-96 The motile algal cell body is about 7-8 µm in diameter,
and its movement is facilitated by two cilia, which are about 10 µm in length and 250 µm in
diameter. (Fig. 1.7)

Fig. 1.7. (a) Bright field images showing the ciliary motion of C. reinhardtii (strain CC-125) over one
beating cycle in an acoustic trap. Images taken by Mingyang Cui. (b) Schematic of C. reinhardtii. The
cell body is about 7-8 µm and the cilia are about 8-10 µm in length and 250 nm in diameter.

C. reinhardtii cells are a great biological model because the ultrastructure of its cilium is
conserved between algal and human cilia, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.8(B).89 Both human and C.
reinhardtii cilia are composed of a radial array of nine microtubule doublets, and a central pair
complex (“9+2” structure, Fig. 1.8(A)). Genetic modification of C. reinhardtii is straight forward;
any defect or mutation of interest in the “9+2” structure can be replicated in C. reinhardtii to be
studied. For example, Fig. 1.8(C) shows that the ODA-IC1 mutant, a defect in the outer dynein
arm, can be reproduced in C. reinhardtii. Mutant C. reinhardtii cells exhibit altered ciliary
waveforms, which result in decreased motility and a different swimming behavior. Hence, a
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valuable insight can be gained from analyzing the C. reinhardtii ciliary waveform and its
swimming characteristics.

Fig. 1.8. The “9+2” axoneme is structurally similar between Chlamydomonas and humans. (A)
Schematic cross section of a 9+2 cilium showing the major axonemal substructures. (B, C) Cross sections
of wild-type (B) and mutant (C) cilia from Chlamydomonas and humans. An outer dynein arm in each
wild-type cilium is marked with an arrow. Reprinted with permission from Journal of Medical Genetics
2006;43:62-73.89

Multi-scale interdisciplinary approaches have been made to investigate how structural
ciliary defects are related to atypical waveforms and impaired motility.97-102 At the molecule scale,
nanoscale electron microscopy is used to image structural components. Computational modeling
is used to complement the attempt to link the ciliary structure to its function. High-resolution
optical microscopy is used at the organellar scale to trace ciliary waveforms and derive kinematic
and force-related parameters, such as beat frequency, curvature, stroke width, force, power, and
torque. Aggregate behaviors of multi-ciliated cells are studied at the cell and tissue scale. A goal
of this dissertation is to develop a new technique that will help researchers better understand ciliary
motion. This work focuses on a population-based assessment of cell motility at the multi-cell level.
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In addition to studying ciliary structure and waveform, complementary measures of cell motility,
such as swimming speed and propulsive power, provide a faster and more direct comparison of
normal and mutant cell behavior.100, 102-104

1.5.2 C. reinhardtii as active probes
In addition to its biological applications, C. reinhardtii cells can serve as an excellent measurement
tool for acoustofluidic device characterization purposes. Acoustic trapping forces are proportional
to the particle volume (See sections 1.2, 2.4.1 and 3.3). Hence, the micron-sized cell body is wellsuited to generation of large acoustic trapping forces while the nano-scale cilia are only weakly
affected by low-MHz range ultrasound. The ciliary motion is almost unimpeded in an acoustic
field and cells continue to propel and dynamically interact with the imposed force field. The
balance of its swim force, acoustic radiation force, and drag is reflected by the cell distributions in
the field.
Uniform size distributions across a given strain also make C. reinhardtii cells a suitable
active probe candidate. We have found that gametes, rather than vegetative cells, exhibit a
narrower distribution (strain CC-125: diameter = 8.0 ± 1.1 µm, n = 138). Gametogenesis can be
induced by using a nutrient-depleted medium. C. reinhardtii cells also exhibit an appropriate
swimming speed to be used in microfluidic channels. CC-125 cells swim at about 100 µm per
second.85, 105, 106 Therefore, once they are loaded into a channel, they form a uniform distribution
within only a few seconds. Due to its fast swimming speed, it also reflects the changing field shape
and strength in real time. Thanks to its long history serving as a biological model, the genetic
makeup of C. reinhardtii cells has been extensively studied. We primarily work with the wild-type
(strain CC-125) in this dissertation. However, mutants with different swimming capabilities (i.e.,
different swimming forces) can be used to probe fields of different strengths.
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Lastly, C. reinhardtii cells can be easily acquired, prepared, and maintained, at a low cost
using general lab equipment, without any special set-up. A wide selection of strains and media
components are available for purchase via resources such as the Chlamydomonas Resource Center
at the University of Minnesota. The author acquired cells through a collaboration with the Dutcher
lab at Washington University in St. Louis. Sample preparation procedures are undemanding. Cells
simply need to be suspended in the liquid growth medium three hours prior to the desired time of
use. Cell samples can be vortexed to eliminate clumping. They can also be centrifuged to achieve
different sample concentrations. The author found that centrifuging at 1000 g for five minutes is
an effective setting that does not affect the cell motility. If needed, cells can be sustained for a
long-term use by transferring a small amount from a given plate to a new agar plate. A fresh sample
of cells can be grown at 25 °C under constant lighting for 48 hours, which is a significantly shorter
incubation time compared to mammalian cells. A cell culture incubator is not necessary; a
commercial refrigerator can be used with a lamp installed inside, as long as it can hold the required
temperature of 25 °C. Compared to mammalian cells, for which high humidity and CO2
concentration levels have to be strictly controlled, the incubation settings for C. reinhardtii cells
are hassle-free. After cells are incubated, the agar plate can be stored at room temperature on
benchtop for several weeks without special care.

1.6 Specific Aims and Dissertation Outline
1.6.1 Specific aims
The author has investigated the interactions between acoustic fields and motile microorganisms,
C. reinhardtii to be specific, in microfluidic channels. Acoustic microfluidics serves as a beneficial
platform for the study of C. reinhardtii (Aim 1). Reciprocally, the chosen microorganism can be
used to examine performance metrics of acoustofluidic devices (Aim 2).
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This dissertation discusses two main specific aims:
Aim 1: Create an acoustofluidics-based assay that can rapidly quantify the motility of a large
population of motile cells.
Aim 2: Develop a new acoustofluidic device performance characterization method using motile
microorganisms. Using C. reinhardtii cells as active probes:
Aim 2-1: automatically identify device resonances and visualize the evolving acoustic
field shape and strength within microfluidic channels.
Aim 2-2: make quantitative measurements of the acoustic energy density.

1.6.2 Dissertation outline
General overview of acoustofluidics and C. reinhardtii, the state of the art in the relative
fields, and motivation of this doctoral work are given in the current chapter.
Chapter 2 introduces an assay that quantifies the swimming characteristics of a population
of C. reinhardtii cells released from an acoustic trap. The suggested method is an efficient
alternative to conventional particle tracing. To approximate the swimming speed, a function of the
variation in polar moment of inertia of cells, which can be automatically calculated in bulk, is used
instead of individual particle trajectories.
Chapters 3 and 4 present a method for characterizing acoustofluidic devices in real-time
by exploiting the dynamic nature of swimming cells. Chapter 3 focuses on establishing the use of
C. reinhardtii cells as effective active probes for device performance assessment. It illustrates how
to automatically identify device resonances and how to qualitatively map the strength of the
acoustic field.
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More precise quantification of device performance is described in Chapter 4. Acoustophysical properties of C. reinhardtii cells and the cell growth medium are presented. Based on
those values, the acoustic energy density, a primary measure of device performance, is calculated.
The method is validated by comparing the energy density values obtained using a conventional
particle tracing method.
Finally, in Chapter 5, the overall conclusions of this study are provided along with
limitations of the proposed methods and future work.
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Chapter 2: Acoustic trap-and-release for
rapid assessment of cell motility
This chapter is a reproduction of the paper “Acoustic trap-and-release for rapid assessment of
cell motility,” published in Soft Matter in 2019.85 (Soft Matter, 2019,15, 4266-4275, DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1039/C9SM00184K. Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.)

2.1 Overview
Functional cilia and flagella are crucial to the propulsion of physiological fluids, motile cells, and
microorganisms. Motility assessment of individual cells allows discrimination of normal from
dysfunctional behavior, but cell-scale analysis of individual trajectories to represent a population
is laborious and impractical for clinical, industrial, and even research applications. We introduce
an assay that quantifies swimming capability as a function of the variation in polar moment of
inertia of cells released from an acoustic trap. Acoustic confinement eliminates the need to trace
discrete trajectories and enables automated analysis of hundreds of cells in minutes. The approach
closely approximates the average speed estimated from the mean squared displacement of
individual cells for wild-type C. reinhardtii and two mutants (ida3 and oda5) that display aberrant
swimming behaviors. Large-population acoustic trap-and-release rapidly differentiates these cell
types based on intrinsic motility, which provides a highly sensitive and efficient alternative to
conventional particle tracing.

2.2 Background and significance
In ciliated cells that line human airways, oviduct, and ependyma of the brain, the coordinated
beating of hair-like cilia propels fluid in specific directions. Cilia dysfunction disrupts these critical
flows. In swimming cells and unicellular organisms (e.g., spermatozoa, algae, protists), abnormal
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motion of the cilia alters propulsive efficacy. In humans, defects in ciliary structure and function
are implicated in several cilia-related disorders (ciliopathies), including primary ciliary dyskinesia
(PCD), infertility, chronic otitis media, and hydrocephalus.86-90 Nanometer-scale electron
microscopy and high-resolution (sub-micron in space and millisecond in time) optical microscopy
of individual cilia have allowed researchers to connect specific structural ciliary defects to atypical
waveforms, diminished propulsive efficacy, and impaired movement.97-102 Complementary
measures of cell motility (e.g., swimming speed and propulsive power) provide a more direct
comparison of normal and aberrant cell behavior.100, 102-104 Quantitative motility assessment at the
cell level requires imaging and analysis of individual cell trajectories.103, 104, 106-109 These micro- to
millimeter-scale investigations of cell motion are less demanding than imaging cilia waveforms at
sub-micron scales, but characterization of individual cells remains laborious, and many
measurements are needed to accurately represent a given population. Alternatively, methods that
agglomerate cells based on their attraction to (or repulsion from) a physical stimulus like light
(phototaxis) or gravity (gravitaxis) can discriminate cell populations with normal and inhibited
motility. However, these global measurements often lack sufficient sensitivity to distinguish partial
inhibition from complete loss of motility.110 In this work, we introduce a rapid assay that achieves
the efficiency of extant population-based approaches while maintaining the sensitivity of
individual-based assessments to evaluate the motility of a population of microorganisms released
from a two-dimensional (2D) standing bulk acoustic wave (SBAW) trap. Acoustic confinement
concentrates cells in a tight agglomerate irrespective of an inherent taxis, which allows exquisite
control over the predefined (and narrow) region of interest for subsequent automatable analysis.
The well-established swimming characteristics of individual wild-type and mutant C.
reinhardtii cells provide the motility variation needed to evaluate the proposed method. This
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biflagellate, unicellular alga provides a biochemical and genetic model for studying ciliary
function and assembly. The ultrastructure of the C. reinhardtii cilium (the “9 + 2” axoneme)
comprises a radial array of nine microtubule doublets connected to each other by the nexin-dynein
regulatory complex, and a central pair complex that is connected transiently by radial spokes.111
Mechanical properties and the activity of dynein motor proteins determine the dynamic behavior
of the cilium. Thus, the integrity of these structural and functional components is critical to cell
motility. The 9 + 2 axonemal structure is conserved in human cilia; hence, C. reinhardtii is
invaluable in the study of ciliopathies.93-96 Furthermore, laboratory culture and genetic
modification are straightforward, which facilitates the examination of ciliary defects. A large
catalog of C. reinhardtii mutants that exhibit clear differences in swimming effectiveness are
available for testing changes in ciliary movement and motility.
Here, we exploit C. reinhardtii to establish the utility of acoustic trap-and-release as a cell
motility assay. We first confirm that a standing acoustic field of sufficient strength to form a tight
cell agglomerate of various mutants does not damage cells or affect ciliary function. The method
is then used to discriminate wild-type and mutant cells by calculating their swimming speeds in
two ways, which are based on mean squared displacement (MSD) determined from individual cell
trajectories and the variation in the polar area moment of inertia, ΔJ, of spreading cell populations.
For each cell type, these average speeds are found to be nearly identical to each other and to closely
approximate intrinsic swimming speeds reported in the literature.98, 99, 105, 106, 112, 113 Acoustic trapand-release measurements accurately represent the altered motility of the two mutants and,
importantly, clearly identify differences in their swimming capability. Finally, we extend the
analysis to demonstrate determination of swimming speeds for large populations, assessing
hundreds of cells automatically and in a matter of minutes.
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2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Finite element analysis predictive modeling
Piezoelectric materials and transducer thicknesses were selected for operation in the 0.5 to 2.5
MHz range. The Acoustics module of COMSOL Multiphysics114 was used to select the size of a
circular microfluidic chamber that would support eigenshapes (pressure fields) capable of trapping
cell populations at eigenfrequencies of ~ MHz. Two-dimensional (2D) eigenanalyses included
only the fluid domain, and the suspension medium was approximated as water (density ρw = 998
kg m−3; speed of sound cw = 1481 m s−1). Glass channel walls were modelled using the sound hard
boundary condition. The simple model provided qualitative evidence that millimeter-scale (in
diameter) circular chambers would support mode shapes suitable for trap-and-release experiments.
For example, the mode shape predicted for a 3.0 mm diameter chamber driven at 1.34 MHz
exhibited a strong central node in which swimming cells might become acoustically-confined (see
overlaid model pressure field in Fig. 2.2a; red and blue contours represent total pressure maxima
and minima, respectively, with a zero-pressure nodal region at the center of the chamber). Because
isotropic wet etching causes lateral expansion of patterned features (and a corresponding shift to
lower resonant frequencies; see 2.3.2 Fabrication, assembly, and operation of the acoustic trap),
the experimental actuation frequency was expected to reside below the model-predicted operating
point. Thus, the actual chamber resonance was identified by sweeping the transducer actuation
frequency over a 200 kHz range below the model-predicted resonance.

2.3.2 Fabrication, assembly, and operation of the acoustic trap
A 60 μm deep, 3.1 mm diameter chamber was isotropically etched into a 1.5 mm thick soda
lime/chromium blank precoated with positive photoresist (5300 Å AZ1500, Telic Co.) as described
previously.115 A solution of 49% (w/w) HF : 69% (w/w) HNO3 : deionized (DI) water at a ratio of
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2 : 1 : 6 was used to isotropically etch patterned features to a depth of ~60 µm. Isotropic expansion
resulted in an actual chamber diameter of ~3.1 mm; however, resultant deviation from the
predicted harmonic response did not preclude identification of an operating frequency (see below).
The chamber was enclosed using calcium-assisted bonding to a second blank with predrilled 1 mm
diameter inlet and outlet holes.116 Briefly, the two blanks were rinsed with a 0.5% Alconox, 0.5%
(w/v) calcium(ii) acetate hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) slurry in DI water. After a subsequent wash in
DI water, the two surfaces were brought together and placed in an oven at 115 °C for two hours to
drive off excess water. After dicing to size, the final microfluidic chip dimensions were 63 mm ×
36 mm × 3 mm.
The experimental assembly consisted of a 24 mm × 28 mm × 0.75 mm PZT-8 piezoelectric
transducer (APC 880, American Piezo Ceramics) clamped to the top side of the microfluidic chip
using water as an acoustic coupling medium. Although the effectiveness of an acoustofluidic
device (i.e., the ability to focus and trap microparticles at a particular fluidic channel or chamber
resonance) is dependent on transducer placement,73, 117 our experience with similar bulk acoustic
wave (BAW)-based devices115 indicates that the present configuration is able to excite desired
resonances. Examples described in the literature also report that lateral resonances can be created
perpendicular to the direction of transmission of the piezoelectric transducer.118, 119 After loading
the chamber with cells, the trapping frequency was found by sweeping the transducer actuation
over a 200 kHz range (5 kHz increment) that included the predicted resonance of interest (33522A,
Agilent; 2100L, ENI). The modal analysis neglected the influence of the actuator/resonator and
did not account for the inherent three-dimensionality of isotropically etched features. Thus, it is
unsurprising that the experimentally determined resonance of 1.15 MHz was somewhat below the
predicted value. When driven at the identified resonance, suspended cells formed a tight
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agglomerate at the chamber center. Having confirmed the device operating parameters, the
piezoelectric transducer was epoxied to the top of the glass chip. The operating frequency (f = 1.15
MHz) was consistent for all cell types and concentrations. The operating voltage was 43.5 V.

2.3.3 C. reinhardtii strain selection, cell culture, and sample preparation
Three strains of biciliate C. reinhardtii were used in this study. Wild-type cells (strain CC-125)
were used as a baseline for C. reinhardtii swimming. The inner dynein arm (IDA) mutant ida3
(CC-2668) and the outer dynein arm (ODA) mutant oda5 (CC-2236) were chosen because they
exhibit swimming characteristics that are distinctly different from CC-125 and each other. Mutant
strains were generated from meiotic crosses.120 Cell size was uniform for each cell type, and the
cell diameters [7.2 ± 0.8 μm for CC-125 (nCC-125 = 30), 6.2 ± 0.9 μm for ida3 (nida3 = 30), and 7.3
± 0.9 μm for oda5 (noda5 = 18)] were well-suited to acoustic trapping in the low-MHz frequency
range.
CC-125, ida3, and oda5 cells were obtained from the Dutcher Lab at Washington
University in St. Louis. Cells were grown on agar plates at 25 °C under constant lighting following
a previously-reported protocol.121 Three hours prior to a trap-and-release experiment, cells were
resuspended in a test tube containing medium that lacked nitrogen to promote gametogenesis.
Growth medium was adapted from Medium I of Sager and Granick.122 Test tubes were vortexed
to create a uniform suspension for chamber loading. For low-population studies, cells were
prepared at a concentration of ~2 × 106 cells per mL. A concentration of ~5 × 106 cells per mL was
used for large-population studies. Concentrations were confirmed by manual count after fixing
cells with glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). C. reinhardtii cells are mesophilic and grow best at
moderate temperatures ranging from 20 to 32 °C.123 To maintain high cell viability while ensuring
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consistent and repeatable results, experiments were performed on a temperature-controlled
microscope stage insert (PE100, Linkam) at 20 °C.
The microfluidic chamber was pretreated with 0.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA)
(Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline to minimize adhesion of cells to the glass channel
walls. The chamber was stored at 4 °C when not in use to prevent BSA denaturation. The glass
chip was equilibrated to room temperature before loading cells.

2.3.4 Image acquisition, processing, and analysis
Visualization of C. reinhardtii trap-and-release was performed on the stage of an inverted
microscope (Axio Observer z.1, Zeiss) using a 10× objective (EC Plan-Neofluar 10×/0.30 M27,
Zeiss). Videos were recorded at 38.15 frames per second (fps) at 1932 × 1460-pixel resolution
(0.454 μm × 0.454 μm per pixel) using a 3-Megapixel camera and imaging software (Axiocam
503; ZEN software, Zeiss). Between each experimental condition, the microfluidic chamber was
flushed with DI water and inspected under the microscope to ensure that no cells from the previous
experiment remained.
Brightfield images were cropped to an appropriate window size (300 μm × 300 μm for lowpopulation studies and 500 μm × 500 μm for large-population studies) centered around the cell
aggregate. For MSD calculation, each cell trajectory in a low-population experiment was traced
manually using the Manual Tracking plugin in ImageJ.124 Automatic particle tracing failed to
correctly detect cell trajectories when cells were condensed at the center of the acoustic trap. The
microfluidic chamber depth (60 μm) was larger than the cell diameter (~10 μm), allowing cells to
overlap and further complicating use of automatic tracing. Manual tracing allowed visual
identification of the initial segment of each trajectory (including z-position). For DJ/CSA
determination, brightfield images were first converted into binary images in ImageJ. The Slice
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Geometry feature of the BoneJ plugin125 was used to calculate the cross-sectional area (CSA),
centroid, and second moment of area of the composite region occupied by black pixels.
MATLAB126 was used to determine the change in its polar moment of inertia, ΔJ (see 2.4.4
ΔJ/CSA closely approximates MSD for radial cell spreading and Appendix A for mathematical
development). Average speeds, U, were determined by fitting U2t2 to MSD and the ratio ΔJ/CSA
using the lsqcurvefit function in MATLAB. For low-population studies, curve fits and s.d. bands
were weighted by contributing sample sizes (NCC-125 = 3, ng,CC-125 = 13, 20, 9; Nida3 = 3, ng,ida3 = 21,
14, 9; Noda5 = 3, ng,oda5 = 16, 9, 9), i.e., MSD- and ΔJ/CSA-based speeds were determined for each
individual release experiment, and a weighted average was used to determine the speeds
representative of each cell type. For large population studies, the sample concentration (~5 × 106
cells per mL) dictated the approximate cell count per trap (~50); however, individual cell counts
were not recorded. Thus, curve fits and s.d. bands were not weighted by sample size, i.e., ΔJ/CSAbased speed was determined by a simple average across six release experiments.

2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Acoustic field-particle interactions allow for size-selective immobilization
The nature of interactions between an acoustic field and suspended particles enables manipulation
and trapping of the C. reinhardtii cell body without restricting the oscillatory motion of the flagella.
The acoustic radiation force arising from the scattering of acoustic waves on a particle is
predominant for microscale objects in the low-MHz frequency range.51, 77 Thus, the cell body (∼10
μm diameter) is well-suited to generation of large trapping forces, while the nanoscale flagella
(∼200 nm diameter cross-section) should be only weakly affected. Acoustic manipulation of cells
is contact- and label-free,2, 3, 63, 127, 128 and biological cells are found to remain viable even after
prolonged exposure to an ultrasound field.55-57,
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Based on previous work, viscosity, heat

conduction, and multi-particle effects can be neglected for low MHz-frequency actuation of dilute
suspensions of particles with radius, a, larger than ∼3 μm.37, 129 Further, many studies have shown
that to a first approximation cells behave as compressible spheres with positive acoustic contrast
factors (i.e., cells move to zero-pressure nodal regions when suspended in an ultrasonic standing
wave field).2,

37, 130, 131

Although flagellated cells deviate from ideal sphericity, the trapping

phenomenon is explained by introducing the acoustic radiation force, Fac, on a small, compressible
spherical particle in an inviscid fluid, i.e.,42-46
Fac = −

4𝜋 #
1
3
a ∇ 8f1 𝜅o 〈p"in 〉 − f2 𝜌o 〈v"in 〉;
3
2
4

(2.1)

where
𝑓! = 1 − 𝜅̃ and 𝑓" =

2(𝜌3 − 1)
.
2𝜌3 + 1

(2.2)

Here, pin and vin are the incoming acoustic pressure and velocity fields at the particle location, and
á ñ denotes a time average over a full oscillation period of a time-harmonic quantity; f1 and f2 are
dimensionless functions of the ratios of particle (sub p) to medium (sub o) density and
compressibility, 𝜌3=ρp/ρo and 𝜅̃ = κp/κo. Thus, acoustic confinement is a complex function of field
parameters (amplitude and frequency), size, and the material properties of the cells and suspension
medium. Further, the degree to which a population contracts within a pressure well depends on the
intrinsic swimming strength of a given cell type. In the experiments reported here, actuation
amplitude was scaled to produce similarly sized aggregates of wild-type and mutant populations.
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2.4.2 Ultrasound standing waves confine motile C. reinhardtii cells without
affecting cell function
The acoustic trap-and-release concept and device schematic are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The motion
of individual cells suspended in a microfluidic trapping chamber is governed by the balance of
swimming strength, the acoustic radiation force (Eq. 2.1), and drag (see Fig. 2.1b). To form a cell
aggregate at a single point, an ideal standing acoustic pressure field must exhibit a circularly
symmetric pressure node. Finite element analysis (FEA) modeling was used to select a circular
chamber with eigenfrequencies/eigenmodes suitable for cell trapping at ∼1 MHz. The resultant
3.1 mm diameter, trapping chamber was isotropically etched into glass to a depth of 60 μm and
enclosed using a second glass capping layer. A bulk piezoelectric transducer was used to actuate
the assembled device at identified chamber resonant frequencies.

Fig. 2.1. Acoustic trap-and-release concept and device schematic. (a) A standing acoustic field is used
to first trap (field on) and then release (field off) freely swimming cells for subsequent analysis. (b) The
balance of swimming strength (U, τ), the acoustic radiation force (Fac), and drag govern motion of
individual cells suspended in a standing acoustic pressure field. (c) Schematic illustrating a device
assembly and circular trapping chamber geometry suitable for trapping cells at a single location.

The glass microfluidic device was used to assess the ability of the acoustic trap-andrelease method to discriminate swimming of three strains of biciliate C. reinhardtii [wildtype cells (strain CC-125) and two mutants, strains ida3 (CC-2668) and oda5 (CC-2236)].
Nutrient-deficient medium promoted gametogenesis to yield populations of actively
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swimming cells with a uniform size distribution. After loading the trapping chamber with
cells, the unimpeded random motion of freely swimming cells formed a uniform
distribution within the chamber. When driven at resonant frequencies of the chamber, a
standing wave field instantaneously developed, and cells became confined to pressure
minima (nodes) of the acoustic field (Fig. 2.2a).

Fig. 2.2. Acoustic trap-and-release implementation. (a) Glass microfluidic chamber loaded with
swimming wild-type (strain CC-125) C. reinhardtii cells and acoustically excited at a chamber resonance
with a circularly symmetric central pressure node. (b) Release of contracted CC-125 agglomerate.
Particle tracing and binary images (insets) are used to determine MSD and ΔJ/CSA, respectively, for the
ballistic swimming regime.

The transducer actuation frequency was swept over a 200 kHz range (5 kHz increment)
about a model-predicted chamber resonance until maximum contraction of the central cell
aggregate was observed (see Fig. 2.2a; overlaid contours of the model pressure field are included
in Fig. 2.2a for reference). At a chamber resonant frequency of 1.15 MHz, a strong central pressure
well formed a compact agglomerate for all cell types. Strongly swimming cells were able to enter
and exit weaker concentric nodal regions near the chamber periphery; however, no cells joined or
left the central population that was analyzed. Importantly, no change in the swimming behavior of
C. reinhardtii was observed after repeated ultrasound exposure during sequential trap-and-release
of the same population. Average spread speeds for CC-125 cells were 91.4±8.7, 91.2±16.2,
87.0±9.8, 101.1±3.1, and 97.3±6.7 µm s-1 for subsequent release cycles, indicating that repeated
exposure to an ultrasound acoustic field does not affect cell motility/intrinsic speed or viability
(see Fig. 2.3).
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Fig. 2.3. Repeated acoustic trap-and-release effect on cell swimming and viability. Comparison of U2t2
as functions of ΔJ/CSA-based speeds for each of five consecutive release cycles on the same populations
of wild-type (CC-125) C. reinhardtii cells (data represent n = 4 sequences on four populations). The gray
region represents the range from the lower s.d. of ΔJ/CSA = U2t2 for Release 3 to the upper s.d. for
Release 4.

2.4.3 C. reinhardtii behaves as a ballistic swimmer on short time scales
On relatively long time scales, C. reinhardtii swimming behavior is described as a random walk;
cell movement alternates between straight swimming and random reorientation.132, 133 However,
in the initial time before cells make a first turn, the mean squared displacement of an individual
cell is simply expressed as MSD = U2t2 where U is the cell speed and t is the time.132-134 We define
this time period as the ballistic regime during which cells follow a relatively straight path at
constant velocity. At any given time, each cell in the trap has a random orientation. When the
acoustic field is turned off, cells maintain their pre-release orientations and freely swim outward
from the trap center prior to a first reorientation event. Although cells appear to swim away from
each other, the observed radial cell spreading is a consequence of the ballistic nature of the cells
immediately after release. In this regime, it is possible to estimate average speed as a measure of
motility by analyzing many individual cell trajectories. Figure 2.2 and Movie 2.1 (ESI) show the
ballistic swimming behavior of 13 CC-125 cells for t = 0.75 s after release from the central
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pressure well. Confinement facilitates determination of average MSD (and thus U) by tracing
individual cell trajectories, but this approach still remains time-consuming and laborious.
For ballistic swimmers, acoustic trap-and-release enables an alternate method to determine
swimming speed from the variation in the polar moment of inertia, ΔJ, of a population of spreading
cells. Brightfield video microscopy was used to record the spread of cell aggregates for 1–3 s
(depending on cell type). Frames were converted into binary images, and ΔJ was calculated as a
function of spreading time for an object representing the region occupied by cells (indicated by
black pixels in binary images of cell distributions). The insets in Fig. 2.2b show representative
binary images for ballistic spread of CC-125 cells. The ratio of ΔJ to the cross-sectional area (CSA)
of the cell collective, ΔJ/CSA, is then used in place of MSD to automatically calculate U without
needing to trace individual trajectories.

2.4.4 ΔJ/CSA closely approximates MSD for radial cell spreading
The mean squared displacement of a collection of spreading cells is expressed as
MSD = 〈|x − xo |" 〉 =

1

N

N

D|xn − xno |"

(2.3)

n'!

where x = xn is the location of cell n at time t, xo = xno is the initial location of the cell, and N is
the total number of cells in the trap. To determine the ratio ΔJ/CSA we first calculate the polar
moment of inertia, 𝐽F, for the composite region of spreading cells with respect to a centroidal
coordinate system at time t as
𝐽F = Imin + Imax = G r" 𝑑A

(2.4)

where Imin and Imax are the second moments of area of the region, and r is the distance from an area
element to the centroid: r = |x − xc |. Next, the parallel axis theorem is used to account for the drift
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of the centroid if spreading is not perfectly axisymmetric. The total polar moment of inertia, J,
with respect to the initial centroid of the cell collective at t=0, is thus
𝐽 = 𝐽F + 𝑑 " CSA = 𝐽F + 𝑑 " G 𝑑𝐴,

(2.5)

where CSA is the cross-sectional area at the current time, t, and d is the distance between the
current centroid and the centroid at t = 0: d = | xc - xco |. Finally, to account for the finite initial
radius of the cell cluster, the J value at t = 0, Jo, is subtracted from J to obtain the change in polar
moment of inertia, ΔJ, defined as
∆𝐽 = 𝐽 − 𝐽(

(2.6)

For a collection of uniform, discrete cells, each with cross-sectional area Acell, 𝐽F becomes
,

𝐽F = D(|xn − xc |" 𝐴)*++ ).

(2.7)

-'!

If spreading is perfectly axisymmetric the centroid of the spreading cells does not move, so xc = xco.
Also, in a perfect acoustic trap, all cells are initially confined to the trap center, and xno = xco.
Under these ideal conditions it can be shown (see Appendix A) that
,

Δ𝐽
= MSD = D |xn − xno |" .
CSA

(2.8)

-'!

The effect of deviation from these idealizations is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Randomly
positioned cells (two in sharp focus and one slightly out of focus) move radially outward from an
initially tight agglomerate (Fig. 2.4a). MSD is the average of the square of the red line lengths (the
cell trajectories) from initial cell positions (xno) to those at time t (xn). After binary conversion of
each image in the sequence, Imin and Imax are automatically computed using the ImageJ plugin
BoneJ125 to determine 𝐽F. The evolution of 𝐽F is depicted in Fig. 2.4c by annular red rings of identical
polar moment of inertia to the collection of cells. The parallel axis theorem is used to compute the
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polar moment of inertia, J, with respect to the centroid at t = 0. The resultant J is depicted by
annular blue rings in Fig. 2.4c. Finally, ΔJ/CSA is the average of the square of the blue line lengths
between rings representing J and Jo (dashed blue ring). Fig. 2.4 illustrates that the lengths of red
lines representing the cell trajectories (square root of MSD) and blue lines representing the
variation in the square foot of ΔJ/CSA are nearly the same, but not identical owing to the imperfect
trap, differences in cells size, and drift.

Fig. 2.4. Comparison of MSD- and ΔJ/CSA-based velocity determination. (a) Three randomly positioned
cells move ballistically outward from their initial positions in the acoustic trap (note that this figure
depicts representative simulated cells and not actual grayscale images of spreading cells). (b) Grayscale
images are converted to binary images for ΔJ/CSA determination. (c) ΔJ is the difference between the
polar area moment of inertia of the spreading cells at time t to that of the cell collective at t = 0 (both
with respect to the initial object centroid). Here, ΔJ is illustrated by the difference between the solid blue
(J) and dashed blue rings (Jo).

Although Eq. 2.8 is only strictly true for ideal trap-and-release conditions, empirically
ΔJ/CSA is found to closely approximate MSD if the initial cell agglomerate is tightly packed, and
if cells are highly uniform in size and small relative to the extent of spreading. Here, we show that
speeds experimentally determined using MSD and ΔJ/CSA are almost equivalent. To allow tracing
of individual cell trajectories, low numbers (~10) of trapped cells were used. Even so, the initially
tight grouping of cells confounded automatic tracing, and trajectories were manually traced. Fig.
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2.5a-c shows individual and composite CC-125 trajectories for three release experiments. Cells
swim radially away from the trap center, and reoriented trajectories (Fig. 2.5b) confirm ballistic
behavior for the initial 0.75 s. A speed of 90 ± 8 μm s-1 was calculated by fitting MSD = U2t2 to
the measured MSD from 42 individual CC-125 trajectories. Binary imaging data were used to fit
ΔJ/CSA = U2t2 yielding a speed of 94±5 μm s-1. Figure 2.5d compares expressions U2t2 as
functions of the two calculated speeds, demonstrating that ΔJ/CSA closely approximates MSD.

Fig. 2.5. Wild-type (CC-125) C. reinhardtii motility assessment. (a and b) Plots of radial cell spreading
and reoriented individual trajectories for three low-population release experiments. The duration of
spreading shown in the plots corresponds to the ballistic swimming regime (t = 0.75 s). (c) Composite
plot of cell spreading for all experiments. The extent of spread at t = 0.75 s is indicated by the solid red
circle. (d) Comparison of U2t2 as functions of calculated MSD- and ΔJ/CSA-based speeds. Curve fits
and s.d. bands are weighted by contributing sample sizes (NCC-125 = 3, ng,CC-125 = 13, 20, 9).
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2.4.5 Mutant C. reinhardtii cells deviate only slightly from ballistic swimming
behavior
To establish the utility of acoustic trap-and-release, we applied the method to mutant C. reinhardtii
cells with different swimming behaviors (Fig. 2.6 and 2.7). With diminished swimming speeds,
mutant cells require more time to disperse from the initial aggregate. Inhibited swimming
complicated even manual tracing of cell trajectories during the initial 0.05–0.2 s after release. For
ida3 and oda5, mean squared displacement (MSD)-based speeds were determined using initial and
final traced positions. For MSD-based estimates, the known time from release and the velocity at
the initial traced position were used to fill in the missing segment for visual representation (see
segment labelled “fill” in Fig. 2.6c and 2.7c). The filled-in segment did not affect calculated speeds;
the MSD calculation does not include the fill segment and the calculation of the ratio ΔJ/CSA
naturally incorporates the initial time without adjustment. Colored (thicker) segments are traced
cell trajectories from the fill point up to t = 0.75 s to illustrate the distance travelled by the mutants
during the ballistic period of the wild-type CC-125 cells (Fig. 2.6a-d and 2.7a-d). Terminal gray
segments are traced trajectories from 0.75 s to the end of the ballistic period for ida3 and oda5,
1.25 and 3.00 s, respectively.
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Fig. 2.6. Mutant ida3 motility assessment. (a and b) Plots of radial cell spreading and reoriented
individual trajectories for three low-population ida3 release experiments. The duration of spreading
shown in the plots corresponds to the CC-125 ballistic swimming regime (t = 0.75 s). (c) Individual
trajectories comprise three segments: (i) a “fill” segment before manual tracing is possible, (ii) a colored
(thicker) segment corresponding to the CC-125 ballistic swimming regime, and (iii) a gray segment from
0.75 s to the end of the ballistic period for ida3 (t = 1.25 s). (d) Composite radial spread plot of
trajectories that include the entire ida3 ballistic swimming regime. Solid and dotted red circles indicate
the extent of spread at 0.75 and 1.25 s, respectively. The dash-dot gray circle indicates the extent of
spread of CC-125 at t = 0.75 s for reference. (e) Comparison of U2t2 as functions of calculated MSD- and
ΔJ/CSA-based speeds for ida3. Curve fits and s.d. bands are weighted by contributing sample sizes (Nida3
= 3, ng,ida3 = 21, 14, 9).
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Fig. 2.7. Mutant oda5 motility assessment. (a and b) Plots of radial cell spreading and reoriented
individual trajectories for three low-population oda5 release experiments. The duration of spreading
shown in the plots corresponds to the CC-125 ballistic swimming regime (t = 0.75 s). (c) Individual
trajectories comprise three segments: (i) a “fill” segment before manual tracing is possible, (ii) a colored
(thicker) segment corresponding to the CC-125 ballistic swimming regime, and (iii) a gray segment from
0.75 s to the end of the ballistic period for oda5 (t = 3.00 s). (d) Composite radial spread plot of
trajectories that include the entire oda5 ballistic swimming regime. Solid and dashed red circles indicate
the extent of spread at 0.75 and 3.00 s, respectively. The dash-dot and dotted gray circles indicate the
extent of spread of CC-125 and ida3, respectively, at t = 0.75 s for reference. (e) Comparison of U2t2 as
functions of calculated MSD- and ΔJ/CSA-based speeds for oda5. Curve fits and s.d. bands are weighted
by contributing sample sizes (Noda5 = 3, ng,oda5 = 16, 9, 9).

Fig. 2.6a, b and d shows individual and composite ida3 trajectories for three low-number
release experiments. Reoriented trajectories display ballistic swimming for ~1.25 s, maintaining
similar vertically to the CC-125 trajectories at 0.75 s (Fig. 2.5b and 2.6b). Lacking the I1 dynein
complex, the ida3 mutant travels a shorter distance in a given time than CC-125 [see dash-dot gray
(CC-125) and solid red (ida3) circles in Fig. 2.6d]. However, the distance travelled during the
ballistic regime is approximately the same for the two organisms [see dash-dot gray (CC-125) and
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dashed red (ida3) circles in Fig. 2.6d]. This suggests that the mutation affects only swimming
speed (i.e., distance travelled over time) but does not alter the distance to reorientation. The ida3
speeds corresponding to the ballistic regime (t = 1.25 s) are 60 ± 5 and 57 ± 5 μm s-1 determined
from MSD and ΔJ/CSA, respectively (Fig. 2.6e).
Similar plots are provided in Fig. 2.7 for oda5 with a ballistic period of approximately 3
s. The oda5 mutant, which lacks outer dynein arms, exhibits a lower beat frequency and a partial
reversal of motion during the recovery stroke (i.e., cells appear to “stutter step”). Both behaviors
contribute to severely inhibited swimming and diminished net distance travelled [see dash-dot gray
(CC-125), dotted gray (ida3), and solid red (oda5) circles in Fig. 2.7d]. Further, the more
oscillatory body motion also appears to introduce tortuosity that promotes deviation from ballistic
swimming (Fig. 2.7b). These local departures from ideal behavior are largely rectified at longer
times (swimming is considered ballistic for ~3 s). Since the oda5 beat frequency (previously
reported as ~20-30 Hz;99 unpublished measurement of current oda5 beat frequency is ~20 Hz) is
lower than the frame rate of the camera (38.15 fps), oda5 trajectories were down sampled by a
factor of two for clearer visualization. Again, MSD and ΔJ/CSA yield comparable speeds of 24 ±
4 and 25 ± 2 μm s-1, respectively (Fig. 2.7e).

2.4.6 Acoustic trap-and-release enables rapid motility assessment
Having confirmed that ΔJ/CSA closely approximates MSD, we demonstrate acoustic trap-andrelease to determine the motility of populations with a larger number of cells. Our method requires
that the densely packed cells at the center of the agglomerate can spread freely after release without
being impeded by cells initially at the periphery of the pressure well. This prescribed a maximal
capacity of the trap of ~50 cells. Confinement, release, and analysis of each experimental condition
took a matter of seconds. Calculation of ΔJ was insensitive to phenomena that confound MSD
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determination (e.g., intersecting trajectories and out of focus cells). In addition, larger populations
reduced the occurrence of skew. For repeat experiments, the microfluidic chamber was flushed
and loaded with a new sample, enabling analysis of several hundreds of cells in a few minutes.
Figure 2.8 and Movie 2.2 (ESI) show summary results with binary images illustrating the
similarity in observed spreading over the course of the ballistic regime for each of the three cell
types. Calculated speeds based on six repeat experiments are 92±5, 56±2, and 25±1 μm s-1 for
CC-125, ida3, and oda5, respectively, almost identical to the low-population measurements. For
reference, conventional speeds defined as total distance travelled over time are 94 ± 22, 69 ± 18,
and 29 ± 7 μm s-1 for CC-125, ida3, and oda5 based on the individual trajectories of Fig. 2.5–2.7.

Fig. 2.8. Motility-based discrimination of wild-type (CC-125) C. reinhardtii and two mutants (ida3 and
oda5). Mutants exhibit impaired motility due to targeted defects of the flagella (lack of Il-dynein
complex, ida3; lack of outer dynein arms, oda5). Spread duration for each cell type reflects the time to
reach ΔJ/CSA equivalent to CC-125 at t = 0.75 s. Initial and final binary images suggest that cell
distributions are similar for the three cell types.

2.5 Conclusions
An acoustic trap-and-release method was used to compare the motility of wild-type cells (strain
CC-125) and two mutants [strains ida3 (CC-2668) and oda5 (CC-2236)]. Because swimming
speed reflects flagellar function, a method capable of distinguishing these cells based solely on
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swimming metrics simplifies classification of such mutants, among other potential applications.
Here, expected motility differences were clearly observed and quantified.
The expression for the primary acoustic radiation force (Eq. 2.1) reveals that multiple
factors can affect the capacity of the acoustic trap. Regarding particle size, we note that the size
discrepancy among the three cell types (which yields an approximately 36% reduction in the force
applied to the slightly smaller ida3 mutants) is unimportant as long as the trap strength is sufficient
to create similarly sized aggregates for all cell types. Temperature control is not critical for device
operation (i.e., to maintain consistent field parameters as in typical acoustic microfluidic device
studies) but is necessary to ensure that chamber conditions do not approach the thermotolerance
threshold for C. reinhardtii cells. Of more significance is confirmation that the acoustic trap-andrelease does not adversely alter flagellar function or cell viability. Cell motility, as determined by
spread speed, was invariant for five trap-and-release cycles performed on the same cell populations,
which substantiates previous reports of the biocompatibility of acoustic-based cell manipulation.5557, 61

In water, the acoustic wavelength is ~1.5 mm at a frequency of 1 MHz, yielding a
wavelength-to-chamber depth ratio much greater than 10:1. Thus, the standing acoustic field varies
minimally with vertical position, and chamber depth plays only a minor role in determining the
device operating point. Chamber depth is, however, relevant to the spreading dynamics and
subsequent analysis. A depth of 5–10X the cell diameter allowed for cell overlap during release
(limiting collision-based reorientations) while providing vertical boundaries that promoted radial
spread. In addition, the depth of 60 μm maintained sufficient optical focus to prevent spreading
cells from swimming vertically out of the field of view. Because ΔJ/CSA is normalized by crosssectional area, results are unaffected by apparent expansion due to defocus of the cells. Nonetheless,
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a small number of cells were observed to move in and out of focus over the course of a release
experiment. Vertical (up or down) motion produces small deviations from purely radial swimming,
which could contribute to a slight reduction in calculated speeds.
Acoustic confinement facilitates population-based analyses that accurately reproduce
motility measures obtained (laboriously) by analyzing individual cells. The method is robust and
even permits characterization of swimmers that deviate from ballistic behavior, which is assumed
in the simple U2t2 swimming model. Although the calculated swimming metric (i.e., speed based
on net distance travelled over time) is lower than the speed reported in the literature98, 99, 105, 106, 112,
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(here, the total distance travelled over time, e.g., ~92 μm s-1 versus ~94 μm s-1 for wild-type C.

reinhardtii), the decrease is common to all three cell types. As expected, the less ballistic
swimmers (ida3 and oda5) deviate slightly more than the ballistic CC-125 cells. Thus, if the goal
is to differentiate cells based on swimming efficiency, the acoustic trap-and-release is a compelling
alternative to particle tracing. Accuracy could be improved by decreasing the microfluidic channel
height to ~ 30 µm to further inhibit vertical swimming (see above).
Beyond general motility assessment, the temperature-controlled acoustic trap-and-release
described here is also suited to investigate thermal effects on cells, including mammalian cells at
or above a physiologically relevant temperature of 37°C. The applications of this approach can
also include rapid assessment of spermatozoa motility or high-throughput screening of chemicals
and other factors that might affect cilia function.
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2.7 Supplementary movies

Movie 2.1. Low-population release of wild-type (CC-125) C. reinhardtii cells from the acoustic trap
overlaid with manually-traced trajectories for the ballistic swimming regime (t = 0.75 s).

Movie 2.2. Large-population comparison of swimming after release for the three C. reinhardtii strains
studied in the manuscript. The wild-type (CC-125, left panel) cells exhibit the most ballistic swimming
behavior and take the least time to disperse. Mutant cells with impaired motility, ida3 (middle panel) and
oda5 (right panel), take longer times to spread.
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Chapter 3: Motile cells as probes for
characterizing acoustofluidic devices
This chapter is a reproduction of the paper “Motile cells as probes for characterizing
acoustofluidic devices,” published in Lab on a Chip on Jan 13, 2021. (Lab Chip, 2021, 21, 521533, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1039/D0LC01025A. Reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry.)

3.1 Overview
Acoustic microfluidics has emerged as a versatile solution for particle manipulation in medicine
and biology. However, current technologies are largely confined to specialized research
laboratories. The translation of acoustofluidics from research to clinical and industrial settings
requires improved consistency and repeatability across different platforms. Performance
comparisons will require straightforward experimental assessment tools that are not yet available.
We introduce a method for characterizing acoustofluidic devices in real-time by exploiting the
capacity of swimming microorganisms to respond to changes in their environment. The unicellular
alga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, is used as an active probe to visualize the evolving acoustic
pressure field within microfluidic channels and chambers. In contrast to more familiar mammalian
cells, C. reinhardtii are simple to prepare and maintain, and exhibit a relatively uniform size
distribution that more closely resembles calibration particles; however, unlike passive particles,
these motile cells naturally fill complex chamber geometries and redistribute when the acoustic
field changes or is turned off. In this way, C. reinhardtii cells offer greater flexibility than
conventional polymer or glass calibration beads for in situ determination of device operating
characteristics. To illustrate the technique, the varying spatial density and distribution of
swimming cells are correlated to the acoustic potential to automatically locate device resonances
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within a specified frequency range. Peaks in the correlation coefficient of successive images not
only identify the resonant frequencies for various geometries, but the peak shape can be related to
the relative strength of the resonances. Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength with
increasing voltage amplitude is also shown. Thus, we demonstrate that dynamically responsive C.
reinhardtii enable real-time measurement and continuous monitoring of acoustofluidic device
performance.

3.2 Background and significance
Acoustofluidics is promoted as an enabling technology in medicine and biology, among other
fields that involve controlled motion of fluids and particles (e.g., nanomaterial synthesis,135-137
rapid prototyping/3D printing,138-140 and transport process management141-143). Integration of
acoustic waves permits non-contact object manipulation and analysis in microfluidic formats.
Further, the safety and biocompatibility of ultrasound exposure are well established.55-57 The
versatility of the method has driven its rapid adoption in many areas of biomedical research. Sizeselective sorting, isolation, and trapping have been demonstrated for objects sized from 10s of
nanometers (biomolecules) to 10s of microns (cells/microorganisms) subject to the target particles
having a sufficiently unique acoustophysical signature – mass density, compressibility, and size.
To date, acoustic microfluidic devices have been applied to isolation of extracellular vesicles and
lipoproteins,58-60 separation/detection of bacteria,144, 145 enrichment of circulating tumor cells,61
assembly of cell aggregates for drug screening and tissue engineering applications,146, 147 trapping
of swimming algal cells,85 and rotational manipulation of larger microorganisms.69
Computational modeling and laboratory-scale prototypes promise substantial advantages
for acoustofluidic mixing, particle sorting, isolation, and analysis; however, despite this
tremendous potential, inconsistency and poor reproducibility hinder translation of acoustofluidic
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technologies to clinical practice and industrial use. Precise and stable operation remains a
significant challenge due to the sensitivity of performance on system geometric tolerances and
difficult-to-control environmental variables (e.g., temperature). Rapid and accurate experimental
characterization methods are needed to improve robustness and to facilitate eventual
standardization. Such approaches would accelerate the design process, while also allowing realtime identification of system operating parameters and feedback control.
Significant effort has focused on model-based acoustic microfluidic design and
optimization to minimize losses and maximize the figure of merit for device effectiveness (e.g.,
acoustic pressure or pressure gradient).148 However, even sophisticated models fail to capture
variations in material properties, geometric tolerances, and ill-defined component interfaces.72, 73
Advances in experimental methods have lagged behind computational modeling and do not yet
provide accurate, real-time measurement of acoustofluidic performance. Available methods often
rely on fitting equations for the acoustophoretic motion of passive tracer particles to determine the
acoustic energy density, and thus the pressure amplitude. Single-particle tracking (brightfield74
and holographic time-lapse75 imaging), microparticle image velocimetry (µPIV),76,

77

light-

intensity transients,78 and combined acoustic and optical trapping79-81 have been reported. These
fit-based approaches are limited to simple geometries (e.g., rectangular microchannels or chambers)
for which analytical expressions relate the motion of particles to the acoustic radiation force. In
addition, continuous monitoring is not possible because inactive particles rapidly reach their
terminal positions and cannot redistribute; particles must be refreshed to form a uniform
distribution prior to each test condition (drive frequency and/or voltage). Particle-less methods
have also been reported;82, 83 however, their implementation is less straightforward, limiting the
utility of these approaches to select research laboratories with unique expertise.
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We propose a measurement probe that addresses numerous shortcomings inherent in
existing assessment techniques. In the absence of an imposed force field, randomly swimming
cells constitute active matter that naturally fills an enclosed volume to create a uniform distribution;
however, self-propelled particles (like cells) can become weakly or strongly confined when
subjected to an external trap (e.g., optical, magnetic, or acoustic).68, 84, 85 Active (and reactive)
probes also respond to their environment, instantly reflecting changes in the force field as operating
or environmental conditions vary. Thus, such active matter can (i) fill complex shapes, (ii)
dynamically redistribute as the field changes, (iii) enable continuous monitoring, and (iv)
potentially allow field quantification through a force balance on the particles.68 (i)-(iii) are limited
only by the spreading rate of the active matter. The swimming speed of the motile cells used in the
present work is ~100 µm/s.85 Thus, the cells traverse typical microfluidic device
channels/chambers in a matter of seconds. Realization of (iv) will require accurate measurement
of acoustophysical properties (cell mass density and compressibility) to determine the acoustic
contrast factor, in addition to existing knowledge of cell size and swimming speed. Such
measurements are the focus of ongoing work.
The biciliate, unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is commonly used as a
biochemical and genetic model for studying ciliary diseases in humans (cilia/flagella are
propulsive organelles). C. reinhardtii is a model organism. Its characteristics have been studied
extensively, and its use in experimental research is routine. Laboratory culture and genetic
modification are straightforward, and cell motility is well-characterized as a primary measure of
ciliary function. Equally important for the reported work, cells can be prepared in populations with
uniform size distribution. When exposed to low-MHz frequency ultrasound, the cell body (~7–
8-μm diameter) experiences a trapping force comparable to cell propulsion, while the oscillatory
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motion of the nanoscale cilia (~200-nm diameter cross section) is only weakly affected. Thus, C.
reinhardtii cells continuously swim in a standing acoustic field, such that the balance of propulsive
force, acoustic radiation force, and drag prescribes the steady-state distribution of the cells,
effectively mapping the pressure field (Fig. 3.1).

Fig. 3.1. Concept for use of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as living acoustofluidic measurement probes.
(a) Simple one- and two-dimensional (1D/2D) acoustofluidic devices for method
demonstration/validation. (b) Image correlation to identify optimal resonant frequencies of operation. (c)
Use of cell density and distribution to form heat maps (light: high density, dark blue: low density) that
! (red: negative potential, blue: positive potential). (d) The balance of acoustic
reflect acoustic potential U
radiation force Fac, drag, and intrinsic swimming capability (represented by swimming speed up and
reorientation time t) on a C. reinhardtii cell confined to a local potential minimum.

We have previously used an acoustic microfluidic trap to study the impaired motility of
mutant C. reinhardtii strains that model human ciliary diseases. 85 In that work, we noted that the
apparent trap size could be adjusted up or down using the drive amplitude. Herein, we introduce a
method of adopting C. reinhardtii cells as living probes to measure acoustofluidic device
performance. The density and distribution of swimming cells are correlated to the acoustic
potential for straightforward identification of device resonances (Fig. 3.1a,b) and qualitative
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measurement of field strength (Fig. 3.1c) throughout the fluidic domains of simple one- and twodimensional (1D/2D) devices. These living probes provide a more complete description of the
evolving pressure field and enable characterization of resonant and off-resonance behavior across
a wide frequency spectrum in a single experiment. To our knowledge, this is the first reported
method to provide such functionality in real-time and for arbitrarily complex geometries. To
demonstrate this utility, we conclude by applying the method to identify the optimal operating
frequency of a complex acoustofluidic architecture, overcoming limitations of conventional
assessments that are unable to distinguish between proximal device resonances.

3.3 Theory
Table 3.1

List of symbols and abbreviations.*

a
particle (cell) radius
c
speed of sound
f0, f1
monopole and dipole coefficients
f()
resonant frequency
Fac
primary acoustic radiation force
i, m
generic counters
k
wave number
κ
compressibility
l, w, h
length, width, and height of a rectangular channel
λ
wavelength
Λ
particle (cell) distribution density
n
channel or chamber resonance
(nx ny nz)
eigenmode of a rectangular channel
(nθ nr nz)
eigenmode of a circular chamber
ω
circular frequency
p
oscillating acoustic pressure
rcorr
correlation coefficient
R, h
radius and height of a circular chamber
ρ
mass density
t
time
θ, r, z
cylindrical coordinate system of a circular chamber
up, τ
intrinsic particle (cell) velocity and reorientation time
U
acoustic radiation potential
v
oscillating acoustic velocity
v0
maximum acoustic velocity
x, y, z
cartesian coordinate system of a rectangular channel
sub o
of the fluid
sub p
of the particle (cell)
tilde ~
dimensionless or normalized parameter
overbar ͞
spatial average
*Some operators and symbols with derived values are defined within the text of the Theory section.
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Here, we develop analytical expressions for the acoustic radiation potential in a 1D straight
microchannel and a 2D circular chamber. Table 1 is a list of symbols and abbreviations for
reference throughout the theoretical development and to aide in understanding the Results and
Discussion.
When an ultrasonic standing wave field develops within a fluid domain, suspended
particles are driven to potential minima. For a spherical and compressible particle (radius a <<
wavelength λ) in an inviscid fluid, the time-averaged acoustic potential U can be expressed as44
U = 2𝜋a# Nf0

2〉
〈pin

− f1
2

3ρo co

2
〉
ρo 〈vin
O.
2

(3.1)

Here, ρo and co are the fluid density and speed of sound, pin and vin are the first order, oscillating
acoustic pressure and velocity at the particle location, and 〈 〉 represents the time average over a
full oscillation period of a time-harmonic quantity. Noting that compressibility κ = 1/ρc2, the
dimensionless monopole and dipole scattering coefficients f0 and f1 are functions of the ratios of
particle (sub p) to fluid (sub o) density and compressibility, ρ3 = ρp/ρo and κ3 = κp/κo, and are given
by
f1 = 1 − κ3 and f! =

2(ρ3 − 1)
.
2ρ3 + 1

(3.2)

The time-averaged force exerted on a particle is then expressed in terms of the gradient of the
potential, Fac = -∇U. We adopt the notation of Barmatz and Collas149 to define dimensionless
radiation potential, force components, acoustic pressure, and particle velocity as
! = U/(𝜋a# ρ v"1 )
U
o

(3.3)

!ac,i = Fac,i /(𝜋a# ρ v"1 k)
F
o

(3.4)

p3 = pin /(ρo co v1 )

(3.5)
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and v3 = vin /v1 ,

(3.6)

where v0 is the maximum particle velocity and k is the wavenumber.
For simple chamber geometries, standing wave fields can be described analytically. To
demonstrate the proposed method, we first consider a straight microfluidic channel with length l,
width w, and depth h in the x-, y-, and z- coordinate directions, respectively. An eigenmode of the
channel (i.e., a field shape that supports a stable particle distribution) is denoted as (nx ny nz) with
nx, ny, and nz being non-negative integers. Since l >> w > h, the y-axial modes (0 ny 0) are
predominant at resonant frequencies f(n ) in the range of interest (0.5–5.0 MHz), and the resulting
y

1D wave is given by p3 (y,t) = cos(kyy)sin(ωt) using the real-time representation. The acoustic
potential then reduces to
! (y) =
U

f!
f
cos " Vky yW − " sin" Vky yW,
3
2

(3.7)

where the wave number ky = π ny/w.
A circular chamber allows for method validation using more complex 2D standing wave
fields. We adopt a cylindrical coordinate system (q r z) and the eigenmode notation (nq nr nz).
Again, the mode numbers nq, nr, and nz are non-negative integers. Since the chamber radius R is
much larger than the chamber depth h (R >> h), r-axial (0 nr 0) and q,r-tangential (nq nr 0) modes
are predominant at resonant frequencies f(n ,n ) of interest [again, chamber radius is designed to
θ

r

support low-order (nq nr 0) modes in the frequency range from 0.5–5.0 MHz]. Under these
! can
conditions (i.e., nz = 0), the wavenumber kz = 0, and the dimensionless radiation potential U
be described by a simplified 2D analytical expression in q,r-coordinates of the circular chamber,149
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"

f
f
n J (χ)
! (θ,r) = X 1 Y J"n (χ) cos " (nθ θ) − X ! Y ZX θ nθ Y
U
θ
3
2
χ

(3.8)
−

− Jnθ 4! (χ) X

2nθ Jnθ (χ)
− Jnθ 4! (χ)Y cos " (nθ θ)[ ,
χ

where χ = krr, kr = π αn ,n /R, and Jn is the Bessel function of order m. For rigid boundary
θ

r

θ

conditions, π αn ,n is a root of the derivative of the Bessel function.
θ

r

The expressions for the acoustic radiation potential in a 1D straight microchannel and a 2D
circular chamber [Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), respectively] provide test cases for our field mapping
approach. We have chosen to map acoustic potential (instead of pressure) because in 2D standing
wave fields, pressure nodes do not necessarily coincide with potential minima.71, 149 C. reinhardtii
cells suspended in our devices will feel an acoustic restoring force toward the radiation potential
wells. In addition, potential wells in the circular chamber are not symmetric in r, allowing
observation of different cell distribution density gradients along directions of stronger and weaker
restoring forces, i.e., assuming propulsive capability is uniform, cells will spread out more in the
direction of a weaker potential gradient. Finally, these analytical descriptions identify observed
resonances. Importantly, it is also possible to determine which mode shapes are not driven
efficiently by the system as these eigenmodes will not be exhibited by the cell distribution.
Our theoretical treatment assumes that the primary acoustic radiation force and swimming
force are dominant over the secondary acoustic radiation force and Stokes drag arising from
acoustic streaming. Secondary (interparticle) forces can confound measurements of the acoustic
potential using passive particles, due to their nonuniform initial distribution (i.e., variation in
particle-particle separation) and tendency to aggregate at nodal locations over time.150-152
Secondary forces become important very near pressure nodes and for short-range interactions (e.g.,
separation distances less than approximately two particle radii151). In this present work, the cilia
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apparently prevent swimming cells from closely approaching one another. Even as C. reinhardtii
cell populations become tightly confined to acoustic potential minima, we observe cells swimming
freely perpendicular to the wave propagation direction. Only the few immotile (e.g., dead) cells in
the population are seen to aggregate. Thus, neglect of secondary acoustic radiation forces is
justified.
The relative importance of acoustic streaming and radiation forces in acoustic manipulation
of micrometer-sized particles has been thoroughly investigated. 77, 153 Barnkob et al.77 defined the
critical radius ac below which a shift from radiation- to streaming-dominated acoustophoresis
occurs, which was ~1 µm for polystyrene (PS) microparticles suspended in water. Although the
acoustic contrast factor of C. reinhardtii cells is smaller than that of PS beads (and therefore ac is
slightly larger), we do not expect the ~8 µm diameter cells to approach the corresponding threshold
size. Indeed, once the cells reach a steady distribution density, we do not observe a rectified motion
of the swimming cells that might indicate significant effects of streaming.

3.4 Materials and methods
3.4.1 Fabrication and assembly of acoustofluidic devices
Acoustofluidic chips were fabricated using conventional microfabrication processes.135 Two-step
anisotropic deep reactive ion etching (DRIE; front side channel, ~49-µm depth; back-side
inlet/outlet, through) was used to create fluidic layers with a straight channel (l = 30 mm, w
= 0.75 mm) and circular chamber (R = 1.8 mm) in 300-µm thick silicon wafers. The fluidic layer
was enclosed with a 500-µm thick Borofloatâ 33 cover glass using anodic bonding. The microfluidic chip was diced to a final size of 40 mm ´ 16 mm. A 14 mm ´ 24 mm ´ 0.75-mm thick
PZT-8 piezoelectric transducer (APC 880, American Piezo Ceramics, Inc.) was epoxied to the
back-side of the Si-glass chip centered between the inlet/outlet ports (see Fig. 3.1a).
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An Si-glass chip incorporating a more complicated fluidic architecture was fabricated using
a similar protocol. The ultrasonic MIcroarray Spray Tuning (uMIST) chip geometry was designed
to approximate the acoustic behavior of a 3D ultrasonic atomizer with pyramidal nozzles in 2D
and with visual access.148,
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The fluidic layer comprised curved inlet/outlet channels and a

rectangular fluid reservoir bounded on one edge by a linear array of six triangular features.
Channels were etched in 500-µm thick silicon to a depth of 200 µm. The microfluidic chip, an
aluminum coupling layer (24 mm ´ 24 mm ´ 3-mm thick), and a PZT-8 piezoelectric transducer
(24 mm ´ 28 mm ´ 1.5-mm thick) were assembled into a custom microscope stage insert using
mechanical clamping. Ultrasound gel (McKesson Corp.) was applied in between the components
to improve system coupling [for a complete description of computational modeling and
experimental assessment of the uMIST chip using passive polystyrene (PS) beads see Ledbetter et
al.148].

3.4.2 Cell culture and sample preparation
Wild-type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells (strain CC-125) were obtained from the Dutcher Lab
at Washington University in St. Louis and prepared as previously reported.121 Briefly, cells were
grown on agar plates at 25°C under constant lighting for 48 hrs. After incubation, the agar plates
were stored at room temperature. Before an experiment, cells from the agar plate were resuspended
in a liquid growth medium for three hours for cilia growth and differentiation into gametic cells.
The growth medium lacked nitrogen, which promotes gametogenesis. This increases the number
of motile cells and achieves a higher size uniformity. The cell sample was then centrifuged at
1000 g for 5 min and the sample volume was adjusted to achieve a concentration of ~10´106
cells/mL.
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3.4.3 Video microscopy
Cell movement in microfluidic channels was observed using 2.5X and 5X objectives (EC PlanNeofluar 2.5x/0.085 M27 and 5x/0.16 M27, Zeiss) on an inverted microscope (Axio Observer z.1,
Zeiss). Image acquisition was done using a 3-Megapixel camera and imaging software (Axiocam
503; ZEN software, Zeiss). The pixel resolution was 1932 ´ 1460: 1.82 µm ´ 1.82 µm /pixel for
2.5X and 0.91 µm ´ 0.91 µm /pixel for 5X. The frame rate was set to 5 fps for all videos.

3.4.4 Frequency and voltage control
For automatic identification of device resonant frequency(ies), the actuation frequency was swept
from 500 kHz to 5.0 MHz at 10-kHz intervals for the straight channel and circular chamber, and
from 1.5 MHz to 2.0 MHz for the uMIST chip (33522A, Agilent; 2100L, ENI). Actuation was
held for 1.5 s at each frequency step. The impedance response of the loaded piezoelectric element
was determined by measuring the applied voltage waveform (using a voltage probe at the
piezoelectric), the current waveform (voltage probe across a ground-side current sensing resistor),
and phase (relationship between the two waveforms) over the relevant frequency range of interest
using a PC oscilloscope (PicoScope 2204A; Pico Technology). Measurements were used to adjust
the waveform generator input voltage at each frequency step to achieve a constant peak-to-peak
output voltage throughout the frequency sweep.
For the field strength mapping, the frequency was held constant while increasing the
voltage from zero at ~1 Vpp increments for the straight channel and ~0.4 Vpp increments for the
circular chamber. Actuation was held for 10 s at each voltage step. Since the ideal temperature
range for C. reinhardtii cells is 20°C to 32°C,123 all experiments were performed on a temperaturecontrolled (20°C) stage insert (PE100, Linkam) to retain high cell viability. Consistent temperature
is also needed to ensure reliable and reproducible acoustofluidic device performance. Temperature
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control ensures that long-term device actuation does not lead to device heating. Prolonged
exposure to an applied acoustic field does not lead to a loss of cell function or viability as long as
the temperature remains below ~38°C.85

3.4.5 Image processing and analysis
The waveform generator was controlled via Python155, and a timestamp was logged at each
frequency/voltage step. The timestamps were aligned with the image acquisition time to identify
the operating parameters for each image. For identification of the device resonances, a grayscale
image was recorded at each operating frequency step. The correlation coefficient of successive
images was calculated using the corr2 function in MATLAB126, which determines the similarity
of two images based on the intensity at each pixel location relative to the mean intensity of each
image. The resulting correlation coefficient was plotted against the drive frequency. Near a device
resonance, cells became confined to potential minima; the cell distribution was relatively
unchanged from image to image, and the correlation coefficient was elevated. Away from
resonance, cells swam freely; cell positions constantly changed, and the correlation coefficient was
low. Each frequency sweep was repeated a minimum of four times (straight channel: m = 5 repeats;
circular chamber: m = 7, uMIST chip center: m = 6; uMIST left/right domains: m = 4).
To generate color maps of cell distribution, brightfield images obtained during the voltage
sweep were converted to binary (black/white) and the number of black pixels (areas occupied by
cells) from 50 images at the same voltage level was summed. The shadowed regions adjacent to
channel and chamber walls were excluded. Rectangular bins of 27.3 µm ´ 27.3 µm were used for
the straight channel and uMIST field mapping. For the circular chamber, radial bins with radius
27.3 µm and angle π/36 rad were used. Pixel counts for each radial bin were divided by the area
of the bin to account for the different bin sizes. After determining the minimum and maximum
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densities for an experiment (i.e., the lowest black pixel count observed for a vacant bin near the
potential maximum at high voltage, and the highest count for a bin near the potential minimum),
the cell distribution densities for each bin (and at each voltage) were normalized. Distribution maps
were generated by assigning a color to each of seven linearly distributed density ranges (sequential
scientific color-map davos;156 light: high density, dark blue: low).

3.5 Results and discussion
3.5.1 C. reinhardtii cells as living probes of acoustofluidic performance
Conventional acoustic microfluidic device assessments rely on the consistency of the
acoustophysical properties of passive particles; tracer particles must be uniform in size, density,
and compressibility. Polymeric microspheres with extremely uniform sizes are widely available
from sub-micron to tens of microns in diameter. Many biological cells are not well-suited to this
purpose as individual cells in a culture exist at different stages of the cell-division cycle (and thus,
exhibit a heterogeneous size distribution). Vegetative C. reinhardtii cells are easily driven to
differentiate into haploid gametes by suspension in nitrogen-depleted medium. Here, we use C.
reinhardtii cells of a single mating type to ensure that mature gametes cannot fuse. This halts the
cell life cycle to synchronize the cell population for acoustofluidic performance measurements.
The C. reinhardtii cells exhibit a uniform size and swimming effectiveness across a given strain
(diameter = 8.0 ± 1.1 µm, n = 138; swimming speed is approximately 100 micrometer per second
for strain CC-125).85, 105, 106
C. reinhardtii cells are vigorous swimmers that naturally maintain an even distribution
within a liquid-filled enclosure. In the absence of an imposed force field, individual cells can
traverse the characteristic length (e.g., the channel width) of a typical microfluidic device in a few
seconds. Cells continue to swim within an ultrasonic standing wave field; however, the acoustic
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radiation force influences their motion (see Theory). Cells are confined within an acoustic potential
well when the local radiation force exceeds the propulsive capability of the cells at the trap
boundary. As the field strength increases, the accessible region of the potential well becomes
smaller, and cells become more tightly packed. Thus, the density and distribution of cells within a
channel or chamber reflect the shape and strength of an evolving acoustic field. The propulsive
force is intrinsic to a cell strain. We used wild-type C. reinhardtii cells (strain CC-125) in the
present study, but C. reinhardtii mutants with impaired motility could be used to characterize
weaker fields that are unable to confine CC-125.

3.5.2 Automatic identification of device resonances
Figure 3.1 illustrates the application of C. reinhardtii cells as active probes to characterize an
ultrasonic standing wave field. Si-glass microfluidic chips with simple 1D and 2D geometries
(Fig. 3.1a) were used to demonstrate two different measurements: (i) resonance identification
(Fig. 3.1b), and (ii) qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength (Fig. 3.1c). First, we show
that the C. reinhardtii cell distribution as a function of swept frequency can be used to
automatically detect device resonances within a prescribed frequency range. At off-resonant
frequencies, the correlation coefficient between successive images is low as cells navigate the
entire fluid domain, and their positions continuously vary from image to image. At resonance, the
acoustic field strength increases, and cells become confined to the potential minima. The invariant
locations of higher cell concentration result in a high image correlation, which is easily observed
in the data.
Straight channel (1D ultrasonic standing wave). After seeding the straight microfluidic channel
with C. reinhardtii cells, the drive frequency was swept from 500 kHz to 5.0 MHz. The drive
voltage was maintained at 80 Vpp from 500 kHz to 1.0 MHz and at 10 Vpp from 1.0 MHz to
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5.0 MHz. We initially held the drive voltage constant at 10 Vpp throughout the entire frequency
range; however, inefficient actuation (e.g., due to poor coupling of vibrational and acoustic waves)
over the lower frequency range necessitated a higher-amplitude signal to observe the first halfwavelength resonance.
As expected, most prominent potential minima developed along the lateral (y-) direction at
frequencies that correspond to multiples of the half-wavelength equal to the channel width [y-axial
modes (0 ny 0); see Theory]. For resonant frequencies f(n ), ny lateral potential minima lines
y

! (y) are determined using Eq. 3.7].
developed as shown in Fig. 3.2a [note that potential line plots U
The variation in correlation coefficient of successive images as a function of the drive frequency
is shown in Fig. 3.2b. Resonant frequencies exhibited peaks in correlation coefficient [f(1)
= 860 kHz, f(2) = 1.76 MHz, f(3) = 2.76 MHz, and f(4) = 3.77 MHz; see Supplementary Movie 3.1].
Between these resonances, C. reinhardtii cells evenly redistributed throughout the fluid domain.
Thus, image correlation provides a quantitative method for automated experimental identification
of optimal operating frequency(ies) within a frequency range of interest.
We also identified weaker device resonances as smaller peaks in the correlation coefficient
[see Fig. 3.3 for detailed analyses of frequency bands around f(1) and f(3)]. Cells quickly dispersed
to form a uniform distribution after confinement at the n1 resonance. Consequently, the correlation
coefficient dropped to a baseline value at f = 900 kHz. Shortly thereafter, cells aggregated in bands
along the channel length (x-) direction at f(1a) = 928 kHz, suggesting that a semi-stable longitudinal
resonance [i.e., an (nx 0 0) mode] existed at this frequency. Several weaker resonances appeared
in the n3 range as well. As the drive frequency approached this resonance, two longitudinal [f(3a)
= 2.39 MHz and f(3b) = 2.46 MHz] and two lateral resonances [f(3c) = 2.55 MHz and f(3d)
= 2.61 MHz] were observed before the most stable device resonance developed at f(3) = 2.76 MHz.
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Fig. 3.2. Resonance identification for the straight microfluidic channel. (a) Brightfield microscopy of C.
reinhardtii cell distributions shows cells collecting at potential minima of the first four half-wavelength
resonances in the lateral (y-) direction. (b) Peaks in the correlation coefficient for successive images
easily identify these resonant frequencies. Data represent m = 5 sequences and are plotted as mean values
± s.d.

Another minor resonance was identified slightly above the n3 resonance at f(3e) = 2.86 MHz. At
this frequency, C. reinhardtii cells formed three distinct horizontal lines that extended from the
left approximately halfway across the field of view in the x-direction, at which point the lines
dispersed into an even cell distribution. These behaviors are indicative of real-world irregularities
in material properties or device construction (coupling layers, asymmetry, etc.) and may vary from
device-to-device. Such shapes are either difficult or virtually impossible to predict using
computational models.
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Fig. 3.3. Off-resonance behaviors. (a) Identification of minor peaks and troughs (i.e., returns to baseline
distribution) in the vicinity of the first and third lateral (y-direction) half-wavelength resonances. (b) C.
reinhardtii cell distributions at identified resonances. Data represent m = 5 sequences and are plotted as
mean values ± s.d.

Circular chamber (2D ultrasonic standing wave). As with the straight microchannel, device
resonances of the circular chamber were identified using C. reinhardtii cells. The drive frequency
was swept from 500 kHz to 1.5 MHz at a drive amplitude of 60 Vpp and from 1.5 MHz to 5.0 MHz
at 10 Vpp. Here, peaks in image correlation successfully identified various r-axial and θ,rtangential resonances of the chamber (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, and Supplementary Movie 3.2). Figure
! (q,r) for the potential
3.5 overlays the corresponding cell distributions on analytical solutions U
field of a circular chamber at resonance (see Eq. 8). The 2D contour (“a”) and 1D line (“b”) plots
in Fig. 3.5 indicate the relative depth (height) of the local potential minima (maxima) for each case
[divergent scientific color map vik;156 red: negative potential (minima), blue: positive potential
(maxima)]. Cell locations are shown as black dots.
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Fig. 3.4. Resonance identification for the circular chamber. (a) C. reinhardtii cell distributions for
observed r-axial and θ,r-tangential resonances. (b) The corresponding peaks in the image correlation
coefficient. Data represent m = 7 sequences and are plotted as mean values ± s.d.

Fig. 3.5. Comparison of C. reinhardtii cell distributions and analytical expressions (Eq. 8) for the mode
shapes of a fluid-filled circular chamber. (a) Overlay of cells (black dots) on 2D contour plots. (b) 1D
line plots indicating the relative depth (height) of the local potential minima (maxima) (note that 2D and
line plots are normalized to the maximum value for each case).

Due to field instability in the 0.5–1.5 MHz range, cells did not return to a completely even
distribution between peaks in image correlation. Hence, we observed a series of minor peaks
without the correlation coefficient returning to its baseline value (see Supplementary Movie 3.2).
One of these smaller peaks [f(0,1) = 755 kHz] resembled the first r-axial mode. Other peaks were
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not easily identifiable as solutions of Eq. 3.8. We detected four major peaks in the 1.5–5.0 MHz
frequency range. The (0 nr 0) r-axial modes correspond to shapes characterized by potential
minima ‘rings’; f(0,1) = 755 kHz, f(0,3) = 2.54 MHz, and f(0,5) = 4.25 MHz displayed one, three, and
five rings, respectively (see Figs. 4a and 5a). The mode number nq introduces an angular
dependence that gives rise to potential minima ‘diameters’. When nq > 0, more complex 2D field
shapes developed for the q,r-tangential modes observed at f(2,1) = 1.66 MHz and f(3,2) = 2.86 MHz
(Figs. 3.4a and 3.5a).
The peak centered around f = 2.5 MHz exhibits an interesting interplay between two
chamber resonances. As the correlation coefficient increased with increasing frequency, we
observed two resonances [(nq nr 0) = (2 2 0) and (0 3 0)] and multiple transitional patterns without
reversion to the baseline distribution. The C. reinhardtii cells alternated between distributions
resembling these two eigenshapes, first achieving a (0 3 0) shape at f(0,3c) = 2.46 MHz, then (2 2 0)
at f(2,2) = 2.50 MHz, before reaching a maximum in correlation coefficient at f(0,3) = 2.54 MHz (see
Fig. 3.6 and Supplementary Movie 3.3). Slight field rotations were also seen; however, angular
variations are not surprising due to an absence of reflecting boundaries for cylindrical (i.e., in q)
waves. (note Eq. 3.8 assumes an arbitrary phase constant qo = 0).149 Real-time video of this
frequency range (Supplementary Movie 3.3) also reveals how key experimental parameters might
be adjusted to gain additional insight into device behavior. The image sequence permits
identification of two distinct mode shapes; however, the rapid evolution of the field does not allow
cells to revert to a baseline distribution in between the resonances. If finer resolution is required,
smaller frequency steps, longer hold times, and/or zero voltage reversions between steps are easily
implemented in the protocol.
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Fig. 3.6. Multi-resonance peak identification. (a) The n0,3 range includes a compound peak comprising:
(b) Two major resonances [(nq nr 0) = (2 2 0) and (0 3 0)] and (c) Several transitional patterns without
reversion to the baseline distribution. Data represent m = 7 sequences and are plotted as mean values ±
s.d.

3.5.3 Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength
The pattern of the C. reinhardtii cell distribution identifies the resonance by mode shape. In
addition, the spread of C. reinhardtii cells that form the pattern reflects the acoustic field strength,
which depends on the drive voltage at a fixed frequency.
Second half-wavelength resonance of the straight channel (1D ultrasonic standing wave). The
field strength was characterized using a voltage sweep performed at the second half-wavelength
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resonance of the straight channel f(2) = 1.76 MHz. The voltage was linearly increased from 0 to
20.6 Vpp at increments of ~1 Vpp. Figure 7a shows representative brightfield images of the channel,
along with distribution maps generated from 50 consecutive images taken at each voltage (note
that only every-other voltage increment is shown, starting at the subthreshold voltage for C.
reinhardtii cell confinement and ending at the saturation voltage beyond which no further
! (y) is plotted to indicate the positions
confinement occurred). The normalized acoustic potential U
of the potential wells. Plots of the experimentally-determined cell distribution density averaged
along the channel segment Λ(y) are included for comparison with the potential line plots.
The C. reinhardtii cells continuously responded to the evolving acoustic field. At low
voltages, cells navigated the entire channel, but as the voltage was increased, the influence of the
acoustic field on the cell motion became apparent (see Supplementary Movie 3.4). After exceeding
a threshold voltage of ~12 Vpp, cells were confined to two horizontal bands corresponding to the
regions of potential minima. With a further voltage increase, cells explored smaller areas creating
tighter and higher peaks in the cell distribution density. Thus, cell confinement is a function of
actuation voltage (and acoustic field) amplitude.
Figure 3.7b includes normalized pressure and normalized acoustic radiation force in the ydirection, along with the normalized acoustic potential and experimental cell distribution density
measurements compiled for the voltage increments in Fig. 3.7a. Here, the regions where the C.
reinhardtii cells were confined corresponded to the acoustic pressure nodes (pressure minima).
The acoustic radiation force (Fac = -∇U) was zero at these nodes, and the acoustic trap was
bounded by a threshold radiation force that the cells could not overcome. The spatial location of
this threshold for cell confinement is voltage and cell-strain dependent; larger voltages would
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generate a stronger field, and cells with impaired motility would exhibit weaker swimming
strength.

Fig. 3.7. Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength for the second half-wavelength resonance of
the straight microfluidic channel. (a) Acoustic potential line plots, brightfield microscopy, distribution
maps, and line plots of the C. reinhardtii cell distribution density averaged along the channel segment
with increasing drive voltage. (b) Normalized potential, pressure, and acoustic radiation force in the
lateral (y-) direction to illustrate how variations in the acoustic trap parameters relate to the evolving
distribution of swimming cells (note line plots are normalized to the maximum value for the highest
voltage case).

Fifth r-axial resonance of the circular chamber (2D ultrasonic standing wave). Field strength
experiments were repeated for the circular chamber by sweeping the drive voltage at the fixed
frequency f(0,5) = 4.23 MHz, which corresponded to the (0 5 0) r-axial mode. Five rings gradually
materialized as the voltage was increased from 0 Vpp to 10.6 Vpp (see Fig. 3.8a and Supplementary
Movie 3.5; again, every-other voltage increment is shown; the image sequence stops at the
saturation voltage V = 5.9 Vpp). The central region of the chamber was cleared first, becoming
devoid of C. reinhardtii cells at V = ~2 Vpp. The inner rings then developed during the period from
~2 Vpp to 4 Vpp. Finally, the outer rings appeared from ~4 Vpp onward, though an angular
dependence arose within the pattern before the ring structure was complete. We observed that the
cells were more densely packed in the inner rings as predicted by the analytical expression for the
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! (q,r) (Eq. 3.8), which is plotted next to a sector of the chamber image in
radiation potential U
Fig. 3.8b. Cells were positioned within potential minima, which coincided with acoustic radiation
force nodal regions. Note that the terminal distribution also appeared to align with the pressure
nodal regions; however, this is not actually the case as r-axial nodal surfaces are dependent on the
sample properties (through dimensionless coefficients f0 and f1) for this geometry.71, 149 Without
measurements of the acoustophysical properties of the C. reinhardtii cells, we assumed values for
density and compressibility (ρC. reinhardtii = 1100 kg/m3 and κC. reinhardtii = 300´10-12 Pa-1) as the
average of a typical mammalian cancer cell and a plant cell to resolve expressions for acoustic
pressure, radiation potential, and radiation force. While these assumptions likely introduced error
in the analytical solutions, we found that predicted fields were not appreciably different when
using values for any of these three cell types. Despite the limitations due to uncertain parameter
values, these results demonstrate the utility of C. reinhardtii cells to enable qualitative comparison
of field strength for different input power levels. This capability should also be applicable to
device-to-device performance assessments.
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Fig. 3.8. Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength for the (0 5 0) r-axial resonance of the circular
chamber. (a) Acoustic potential line plots, brightfield microscopy, distribution maps, and line plots of
the C. reinhardtii cell distribution density (averaged by summing normalized bin counts at each radial
position) with increasing drive voltage, and (b) Normalized potential, pressure, and acoustic radiation
force in the radial (r-) direction to illustrate how variations in the acoustic trap parameters relate to the
evolving distribution of swimming cells (note line plots are normalized to the maximum value for the
highest voltage case).

3.5.4 Characterization of a device with complex geometry
In the preceding sections, we have introduced our method using simple 1D and 2D geometries.
Here, we demonstrate the ability of C. reinhardtii cells to assess performance of a complex
resonant acoustofluidic device that has previously been studied using finite element analysis (FEA)
and focusing of passive polystyrene (PS) beads.148 The uMIST chip comprises two contiguous
fluidic regions: (i) a central chamber with a linear array of six triangular features (“nozzles”), and
(ii) symmetrical regions with expanding/contracting curved microchannels connecting the central
chamber to the sample inlet/outlet [labeled “left” (L) and “right” (R) in Fig. 3.9b,c]. Ideal operating
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frequencies exhibit longitudinal (z-direction) ultrasonic standing waves that are focused to a high
maximum pressure at the nozzle tips. These resonances are termed “ejection modes” as they
correspond to effective droplet generation from a 3D ultrasonic atomizer.148, 154, 157 The device has
multiple ejection modes within the operating frequency range of interest (0.5–5.0 MHz), which
makes resonance identification using passive particles a challenge.
A 2D multi-domain FEA model comprising the piezoelectric element (PZT in Fig. 3.9b),
an aluminum coupling layer (Al), silicon chip (Si/Glass), and the liquid sample was used to
develop design principles for component geometry regarding efficient operation (see Fig. 3.9df).148 Model validation was laborious as PS bead solutions had to be reloaded to observe the
evolving field as drive frequency was adjusted in the vicinity of the predicted resonances. Though
the FEA model provided useful insight into device operation, its predictive power was limited by
use of reference (versus measured) material properties, idealized interfaces, and perfect assembly.
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Fig. 3.9. Dynamic performance characterization of the complex uMIST channel geometry for the
continuously swept frequency range from 1.5–2.0 MHz. (a) Peaks in image correlation identify
resonances of the central nozzle region (red, n3; data represent m = 6 sequences and are plotted as mean
values ± s.d.) and lateral left (L)/right (R) regions (yellow dashed-dotted and purple dotted, nleft/right; data
represent m = 4 sequences and are plotted as mean values ± s.d.). (b) 2D chip assembly with actuation
along the top (-z) edge. (c)-(d) Brightfield microscopy of experimental channel resonances observed
using C. reinhardtii cells [“c”, f(E) = 1.60 and 1.66 MHz] and polystyrene beads [“d”, f(E) = 1.62 MHz].
(e) Model-predicted device harmonic response suggesting that multiple ejection modes (n3,M1 and n3,M2)
fall within the frequency range of interest. (f) Contour plots of the FEA-predicted device resonances [f(M1)
= 1.52 MHz and f(M2) = 1.67 MHz].

In situ device assessment using C. reinhardtii cells overcomes the shortcomings of FEA.
As before, C. reinhardtii cells were loaded prior to actuation, forming a uniform distribution
throughout the sample chamber. The field shapes were then continuously monitored as the
frequency was swept from 1.5 MHz to 2.0 MHz at 45 Vpp. Images were acquired and separately
analyzed for the three chamber regions shown in Fig. 3.9c. Image correlation was used to identify
potential resonances of interest.
The results shown in Fig. 3.9 highlight several advantages of using active probes for
experimental assessment of acoustofluidic devices. Both the FEA model and passive particles
suggest that the optimal operating frequency displays mixed behavior with pressure nodal regions
(and particle focusing) observed within both the central chamber and inlet/outlet at a single
frequency [f(E) = 1.62 MHz and f(M) = 1.67 MHz]. Indeed, the FEA results suggest that similar
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mode shapes exist throughout the range from 1.5 MHz to 1.7 MHz with a second local maximum
in tip pressure at f(M) = 1.52 MHz (Fig. 3.9f). Because the C. reinhardtii cells dynamically
redistribute within the changing acoustic field, they enable detection of two nearly overlapping
resonances. Distinct peaks in image correlation coefficient discriminate between the third ejection
mode [f(E) = 1.60 MHz] and the second half-wavelength resonance [f(E) = 1.66 MHz] of the
left/right domain (see potential line plots in Fig. 3.9c). Although the passive beads resemble the
desired field structure within the central chamber, the undulating terminal distribution is likely due
to the influence of a coincident lateral resonance. The C. reinhardtii cell distribution density
confirms this observation with tighter aggregation at certain locations along the lateral (x-)
direction for both the central chamber and left/right domain resonances; however, the ejection
mode identified by the C. reinhardtii cells has superior longitudinal stratification to that identified
by the PS beads. Finally, the C. reinhardtii cells capture real-world irregularities with some
experimental repeats showing an asymmetric field distribution due to slight differences in device
assembly (note bands depicting standard deviation in Fig. 3.9a).

3.6 Conclusions
Inadequate metrology is a critical barrier to wider adoption of acoustic microfluidic devices in
clinical and industrial settings. The use of active, living probes for dynamic measurements and/or
device calibration could be an enabling technology in this context. Randomly swimming cells, a
form of active matter, can visually display fluctuations in system performance due to changing
operating conditions or environmental variables in real-time, which is not feasible using extant
experimental methods. This capability provides a potential experimental alternative to modelbased design and optimization, enabling exploration of device performance with a level of detail
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previously only possible using sophisticated FEA, but without the limiting assumptions of such
theoretical tools.
In this work, we establish the use of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells as active probes to
automatically assess acoustofluidic device resonances, including qualitative mapping of the
acoustic field strength. Swimming C. reinhardtii cells not only identify resonant frequencies for
1D and 2D geometries, but also discriminate between resonances based on their relative strength,
suggesting that this approach could be used to estimate and compare the quality factors for peaks
in image correlation coefficient. The 2D circular chamber and more complex uMIST chip illustrate
further advantages over FEA. Here, the visualized acoustic fields capture real-world irregularities
due to imperfect device assembly or asymmetries in the inlet/outlet channels.
C. reinhardtii cells prove to be excellent probes of acoustofluidic performance. They
exhibit uniform size distributions with an average size that is well-suited to manipulation by lowMHz frequency ultrasound. Because they are algae cells, they require no special incubator, or
institutional biological and chemical (IBC) safety protocols as might be required for mammalian
cells. As important as their physical properties, straightforward maintenance and preparation
expand their accessibility to researchers unfamiliar with biological techniques. The qualitative
results presented here are compelling evidence of the practical benefits to the acoustic
microfluidics community.
More precise quantification of device performance is still needed to directly compare
different devices and platforms. We are currently performing detailed measurements of the
acoustophysical and dynamic properties for various C. reinhardtii cell strains, which will allow us
to connect the swimming cell distribution density to the local acoustic energy density throughout
any arbitrary microfluidic domain. By advancing C. reinhardtii cells as practical probes for
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performance measurement, we hope to accelerate translation of research prototypes to commercial
products and to improve the long-term viability of acoustofluidic devices.

3.7 Supplementary movies

Movie 3.1. Resonance identification for the straight microfluidic channel using C. reinhardtii cells as
active probes. Drive frequency was swept from 500 kHz to 5.0 MHz in 10 kHz steps. Drive voltage was
maintained at 80 Vpp from 500 kHz to 1.0 MHz and at 10 Vpp from 1.0 MHz to 5.0 MHz. Video playback
at 10X speed.

Movie 3.2. Resonance identification for the circular chamber using C. reinhardtii cells as active probes.
The drive frequency was swept from 500 kHz to 5.0 MHz in 10 kHz steps. The drive voltage was
maintained at 60 Vpp from 500 kHz to 1.5 MHz and at 10 Vpp from 1.5 MHz to 5.0 MHz. Video playback
at 10X speed.
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Movie 3.3. Multi-resonance identification for the circular microfluidic chamber using C. reinhardtii cells
as active probes. The drive frequency was swept from 2.25 MHz to 3.0 MHz in 10 kHz steps. The drive
voltage was maintained at 10 Vpp. Video playback at 1X speed (real time).

Movie 3.4. Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength for the second half-wavelength resonance
of the straight microfluidic channel (f(2) = 1.76 MHz). Voltage was linearly increased from 0 to 20.6 Vpp
at increments of ~1 Vpp. Each voltage was held for 10 seconds. The top panel shows representative
brightfield images, and the bottom panel shows distribution maps generated from 50 consecutive images
taken at each voltage. Video playback at 10X speed.
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Movie 3.5. Qualitative mapping of the acoustic field strength for the (0 5 0) r-axial mode of the circular
microfluidic chamber (f(0,5) = 4.23 MHz). Five rings gradually materialized as the voltage was increased
from 0 to 10.6 Vpp at increments of ~1 Vpp. Each voltage was held for 10 seconds. The left panel shows
representative brightfield images, and the right panel shows distribution maps generated from 50
consecutive images taken at each voltage. Video playback at 10X speed.
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Chapter 4: Quantitative measurement of
acoustic energy density using motile cells as
probes
This chapter is a reproduction of the paper “Rapid measurement of the local pressure amplitude
in microchannel acoustophoresis using motile cells,” submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America for the Special Issue: Theory and Applications of Acoustofluidics. (Currently
under review.)

4.1 Overview
Acoustic microfluidics (or acoustofluidics) provides a non-contact and label-free means to
manipulate and interrogate bioparticles. Owing to their biocompatibility and precision,
acoustofluidic approaches have enabled innovations in various areas of biomedical research.
Future breakthroughs will rely on translation of these techniques from academic labs to clinical
and industrial settings. Here, accurate characterization and standardization of device performance
is crucial. Versatile, rapid, and widely accessible performance quantification is needed. We
propose a field quantification method using motile Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algal cells. We
previously reported qualitative mapping of acoustic fields using living microswimmers as active
probes. In the present study, we extend our approach to achieve the challenging quantitative in situ
measurement of the acoustic energy density. C. reinhardtii cells continuously swim in an imposed
force field and dynamically redistribute as the field changes. This behavior allows accurate and
complete, real-time performance monitoring, which can be easily applied and adopted within the
acoustofluidics and broader microfluidics research communities. Additionally, the approach relies
only on standard bright-field microscopy to assess the field under numerous conditions within
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minutes. We benchmark the method against conventional passive-particle tracking, achieving
agreement within 1 % for field strengths from 0 to 100 J m-3 (0 to ~1 MPa).

4.2 Background and significance
Acoustofluidic devices are effective tools for manipulation of living cells in numerous biological
and biomedical applications. However, consistency and reproducibility remain as barriers to their
wider adoption due to the sensitivity of system performance on temperature, geometric/assembly
tolerances, and variability in material properties.76 Consequently, the translation of acoustic
microfluidics from the research laboratory to clinical and industrial settings requires a robust
means of experimental performance assessment and device calibration. Current experimental
methods rely on laborious tracing of individual microparticle trajectories or complex
characterization setups.74-82 While computational models can guide device design and optimization,
failure to capture real-world nonidealities limits their predictive power.72, 73, 148 A rapid, accurate,
and easy to implement quantitative measurement technique is needed.
Microscale objects placed in an acoustic field can be manipulated through two secondorder acoustic effects, the acoustic radiation force due to wave-particle scattering and acoustic
streaming due to the viscous attenuation of the wave, which acts on suspended particles via the
Stokes drag force. Both effects scale linearly with the acoustic energy density Eac (or squared
pressure amplitude p2a ). Thus, the acoustic energy density and pressure amplitude are important
metrics of device performance. Further, once the acoustic energy density is determined for a given
microchannel, unknown acoustophysical properties (e.g., mass density, compressibility, and the
acoustic contrast factor) for cells of interest can be determined and applied to
manipulation/fractionation of target cells based on variations of these properties.158, 159
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Considering objects larger than a certain size (typically 1–2 µm), the acoustic radiation
force dominates particle motion.77 Such motion is often termed acoustophoresis and is determined
by balancing the acoustic radiation force and viscous drag from the fluid. Conventionally,
theoretical expressions for the acoustophoretic motion of passive tracer particles are fit to
experimentally observed particle trajectories to determine the acoustic energy density as a function
of drive frequency and voltage;74 however, tracing of individual particles is time-consuming and
tedious. The passive particles rapidly achieve terminal distributions at low-pressure nodal
locations corresponding to a given operating condition. Once they are moved, they cannot
redistribute as conditions are varied, preventing continuous performance monitoring. For
parametric studies, the entire channel must be flushed and reloaded with a fresh passive particle
suspension prior to the next experimental condition. For each operating parameter to be tested
(frequency, voltage, temperature, etc.), data collection can take hours to obtain a statistically
significant number of trajectories. In addition, because the accuracy of the approach relies on
knowledge of the Stokes drag force, the analysis must account for wall-corrections to the drag,
requiring determination of the full three-dimensional (3D) particle trajectories.78, 160
We have previously demonstrated that active probes can address the limitations of passive
particles, proposing the motile algae cell Chlamydomonas reinhardtii for this purpose.161 Here, we
extend our earlier work to establish a broadly applicable framework for use of C. reinhardtii cells
to quantify performance of acoustofluidic devices (Fig. 4.1). C. reinhardtii cells swim within an
imposed acoustic field so that the spatial distribution density of the swimming cells Λ can be
correlated to the field shape and strength (and thus, performance metrics including Eac, acoustic
potential U, and pa) throughout the fluidic domain of a device. The dynamically responsive cells
overcome limitations of conventional assessment methods, reaching a steady-state distribution
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during actuation but reverting to a uniform distribution in the absence of an external force field.
To establish the utility of C. reinhardtii cells as a tool for performance assessment, we first
accurately measure the acoustophysical properties of the cells. Mass density and compressibility
determine an acoustic contrast factor that is combined with previously reported values for C.
reinhardtii swimming capability (characterized by an intrinsic swimming velocity Uc and
reorientation time τc) to allow correlation of the evolving cell distribution density to the acoustic
field parameters. To demonstrate the method, the acoustic energy density and pressure amplitude
within a simple straight microchannel driven at the first half-wavelength resonance are calculated
as functions of drive voltage using the balance of swimming and acoustic radiation forces (see
Fig. 4.1C). The resulting relationship matches that determined using passive tracer particles as a
reference standard to within 1 %.

Fig. 4.1. Concept for acoustic field quantitative performance assessment using motile cells as
measurement probes. (A) C. reinhardtii cells with known swimming characteristics and acoustophysical
properties (size, mass density, and compressibility). (B) Typical acoustofluidic system with unknown
performance metrics. (C) The distribution density Λ of swimming cells is used to measure performance
of the acoustofluidic device by relating the intrinsic swimming capability of the cells to the acoustic
radiation force.
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4.3 Field quantification method
4.3.1 Concept
Particles suspended in an ultrasonic standing wave experience an acoustic radiation force due to
scattering of the wave from the particles. For passive particles, the force leads to transient focusing
to potential minima of the field (e.g., causing particle agglomeration at pressure nodal planes of a
straight channel excited at a lateral resonance for positive acoustic contrast factor particles). In the
ideal case, transient focusing is opposed only by viscous drag. Thus, if the acoustophysical
properties (mass density, compressibility, and diameter) of the particles are known, particle motion
can be correlated to acoustic field characteristics as introduced above. Conventional acoustic
microfluidic device assessments have exploited this behavior to quantify the figures of merit for
such devices (e.g., the acoustic energy density). The nearly perfect uniformity in size and
properties of widely available polymeric microspheres is critical to the measurement accuracy;
however, parametric studies involving passive particles are tedious.
Active particles have internal motors that generate an additional propulsive force to
counteract the acoustic radiation force (see Fig. 4.1; C. reinhardtii cell as a representative active
particle). In the absence of an external force field, particle motion is characterized by a swimming
speed Uc and reorientation time τc, which dictate a characteristic run length before turning. When
placed in a standing wave, individual particles will continue to swim relative to the radiation force
(assuming it does not interfere with the propulsive mechanism), with the external field either
assisting or impeding the directed motion of the particle (Fig. 4.1C). Active particles will
continuously probe the potential minima of the field, over time fully exploring regions bounded
by a threshold force (i.e., the radiation force equal and opposite in direction to the propulsive force).
Thus, a population of active particles can map the contours of a field delineated by this force
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balance. If the field strength is increased/decreased, particles become more/less confined within
the potential minima, yielding additional field contours. Again, if the size, acoustophysical
properties, and swimming characteristics are known, the steady-state distribution density of
particles can be related to the field shape and strength (e.g., to quantify acoustic energy density);
however, active particles are suitable for dynamic measurements, reflecting changes in the field in
real-time and allowing parametric performance characterization without reloading.

4.3.2 Active particle of choice: the C. reinhardtii cell
Many biological cells would make poor measurement probes due to their inherent heterogeneity.
In contrast, the unicellular alga C. reinhardtii is an excellent candidate active particle for
demonstration of our method. Vegetative C. reinhardtii cells are driven to differentiate into haploid
gametes of a single-mating type by suspension in nitrogen-depleted medium. The cell life cycle is
halted, creating a synchronized population of uniformly sized (diameter = 8.0 ± 1.1 µm, n = 138)
cells that are well-suited to acoustophoretic manipulation at low-MHz frequencies. The oscillatory
motion of propulsive cilia is relatively unaffected due to its nanoscale cross section (~250-nm
diameter). We have previously reported a swimming speed of 92 ± 5 µm s-1 and reorientation time
of ~0.75 s for wild-type C. reinhardtii cells (strain CC-125).85 The resultant propulsive force is
~10 pN, which is consistent with earlier measurements.98 The cells can traverse microfluidic
domains in a few of seconds, generating a comparable force to typical acoustic radiation forces on
cell-sized objects.162 To realize the full potential of the method, the present work includes accurate
measurement of C. reinhardtii cell acoustophysical properties to allow determination of the
acoustic contrast factor (mass density ρc = 1119 ± 11 kg m-3 and compressibility κc = 386 ± 3 TPa1

; see Materials and Methods section). From a practical perspective, laboratory culture and genetic

modification of C. reinhardtii cells are straightforward due to their role as model organisms in the
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study of ciliary diseases in humans. As algae cells, they can be prepared and maintained on a
standard laboratory bench. Thus, they are accessible even to researchers unfamiliar with biological
techniques.

4.3.3 Particle manipulation in an acoustic wave field
Acoustofluidic microsystems are typically actuated harmonically, either through surface acoustic
waves travelling on a piezoelectric substrate or through a bulk piezoelectric transducer. Timeharmonic oscillating pressure and velocity fields [p1(r)e-iwt and v1(r)e-iwt] are established when the
actuator is driven harmonically (w = 2πf is the corresponding angular frequency). These first-order
acoustic fields drive two second-order phenomena, the acoustic radiation force and acoustic
streaming. The acoustic radiation force arises due to scattering of the acoustic waves as they
encounter suspended particles that are moved to acoustic potential minima as a result. Acoustic
streaming is driven by viscous attenuation of the acoustic waves, which results in a steady bulk
fluid flow generating a drag force on the particles. As the fluid drag force and radiation force scale
differently with particle size, the motion of small particles (~< 3 µm) is dominated by the acoustic
streaming drag, while the motion of relatively larger particles (~> 3 µm) is dominated by the
acoustic radiation force.77 Since the size (~ 8 µm) of C. reinhardtii cells exceeds the transition
threshold for which the acoustic streaming becomes negligible (~ 3 µm), the radiation force Frad
≡ Frad(r) is the dominant acoustic effect, and the motion of a cell with swimming force Fswim
≡ Fswim(t) can be described as
4𝜋 #
a ρc 𝜕t u = Frad + Fdrag + Fswim ,
3

(4.1)

where a is the particle radius, ρc is the cell mass density, u ≡ u(r, t) the cell velocity, Fdrag = -ζu is
the viscous drag force, and ζ is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient. Fswim = -ζuswim is the selfpropulsive swim force of a cell, where uswim = Ucq is the intrinsic swim velocity of an isolated
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swimming cell and where q ≡ q(t) is the swim direction. Neglecting wall effects and considering
the cell to be nearly spherical, the hydrodynamic drag coefficient can be described as ζ = 6πηa
with η being the dynamic viscosity of the suspension medium. Furthermore, as the characteristic
time of acceleration τ~ρca2η is small (~ 10 µs) in comparison to the experimental time scale
characterizing the motion of the cells
Frad
u=
+ uswim .
6𝜋ηa

(4.2)

The acoustic radiation force for a spherical particle of compressibility κc and size much
smaller than the acoustic wavelength (a<<λ) is given by Karlsen and Bruus,163
2κo
Frad = −𝜋a# _
Rebf∗1 p!∗ 𝛁p! d − ρo Rebf!∗ v!∗ ∙ 𝛁v! df ,
3

(4.3)

where p1 and v1 are the first-order pressure and velocity, respectively, and where κo is the fluid
compressibility, ρo is the fluid mass density, the asterisk denotes complex conjugation, Re[A]
denotes the real part of A, and where the two dimensionless scattering coefficients f0 and f1 are
given by
f1 = 1 −

2Vρc − ρo W
κc
and f! =
.
κo
2ρc + ρo

(4.4)

Here, we neglect thermoviscous corrections to the scattering coefficients as these corrections are
small (relative to the error in measured compressibility and mass density) for the cells and
suspension medium (see above and Materials and Methods section).
For hard-walled microchannels, the channel sidewalls support a standing pressure wave,
and the radiation force reduces to42-46
Frad = −

4𝜋 #
1
3
a 𝛁 8f1 κo 〈p!" 〉 − f1 ρo 〈v!" 〉; .
3
2
4
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(4.5)

The acoustic field generated within the fluidic channel is dependent on the channel geometry. In
the present study, we use a straight channel with length l, width w, and depth d in the x-, y-, and zcoordinate directions, respectively. For a channel with l ≫ w > d actuated at the lateral (ycoordinate direction) first half-wavelength resonance, a single potential minimum is formed at the
channel midline (i.e., at y = w/2). In this one-dimensional (1D) case with p1(y) = pacos(kyy) and
pressure amplitude pa, the acoustic radiation force further simplifies to42-46
ac
#
Frad
y = 4𝜋 Φ a ky E sinV2ky yW ,

(4.6)

where F = f0/3 + f1/2 is the acoustic contrast factor and Eac = p2a /V4ρo c2o W is the acoustic energy
density. Note that due to the second-order nature of the force, it is period doubled, and a halfwavelength standing pressure wave results in a full sine-wave force field.

4.3.4 Swimming cell confinement in an ultrasonic standing wave
We applied Eqs. (4.2) and (4.6) to perform molecular dynamics simulations of 105 ‘swimming’
point particles (cells) under acoustic actuation in a straight microchannel with a simulation domain
sized to the field of view used in experiments (l = 834 µm, w = 375 µm; see Materials and Methods
section). The model cells reoriented randomly every second or upon encountering a channel wall.
Wall conditions were imposed at the boundaries in the y- and z-coordinate directions, while cells
were subject to periodic boundary conditions in the x-coordinate direction along the channel length.
Cell positions were recorded after 20 s of swimming in the acoustic field. Spatially averaged model
cell distribution densities for three channel acoustic energy densities are compared to
experimentally observed cell distributions to provide insight into how acoustic confinement affects
the spread of a swimming cell population (see Fig. 4.2).
swim
When the acoustic radiation force is smaller than the swim force (|Frad
|), the
y |<|Fy

propulsive force of the cells overcomes the radiation force, and no acoustic trap is formed
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(Subthreshold trap distribution, see Fig. 4.2A). Under these conditions, free swimming cells
explore the entire width of the channel. When the maximum value of the radiation force is equal
to the swim force (|Frad
y |

max

=|Fswim
|), cells are no longer able to overcome the acoustic radiation
y

force and begin to amass near the midline of the channel (Bimodal trap distribution, see Fig. 4.2B).
Due to the sinusoidal shape of the acoustic radiation force across the channel width, maximum
values of |Frad
y | occur at w/4 and 3w/4. Thus, the largest trap width that can be formed using C.
reinhardtii cells at the first half-wavelength resonance of a straight channel is half the channel
swim
width w/2. At higher voltages, Frad
throughout most of the channel, and cells
y exceeds Fy

achieve a suprasaturated trap distribution where further confinement is not possible (see Fig. 4.2C).
Trap boundaries form at locations where the swim force and the acoustic radiation force
balance each other, and consequently, the trap width decreases with increasing acoustic energy
density (applied acoustic drive voltage). Interestingly, cells appear to ‘stack up’ at the these
boundaries suggesting that the trap is not large compared to the run length of the cell (i.e., it is a
swim
‘strong’ trap).68 Since |Frad
| (uc,y = 0) at the trap boundaries, the 1D versions of Eq. (4.2)
y |=|Fy

and Eq. (4.6) can be used
Eac = ζUo b4𝜋 Φ a# ky hsinV2ky ybd Whd
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.

(4.7)

Fig. 4.2. Concept illustration and molecular dynamics simulations of C. reinhardtii cell confinement in
swim
acoustic fields of three different strengths. (A) |Frad
| and C. reinhardtii cells overcome the
y |<|Fy
acoustic radiation force to explore the entire microfluidic channel. (B) The field strength exceeds the
swim
threshold (|Frad
|) where C. reinhardtii cells begin to amass near the channel midline. The cells
y |max =|Fy
exhibit a bimodal distribution due to cell ‘stacking’ at the trap boundaries. (C) The acoustic radiation
swim
force amplitude is significantly larger than the swim force (|Frad
|), and the acoustic trap width
y |max >|Fy
decreases until reaching a suprasaturated trap density where no further confinement is possible.

Thus, we can determine the acoustic energy density in situ by experimentally measuring the
acoustic trap boundaries (i.e., the apparent trap width wtrap; see Fig. 4.2B) using cells of known
acoustophysical properties and swimming characteristics. Note that the above analytical
predictions are based on simple point-particles representing isolated swimming cells, and thus, the
model neglects experimental complexities such as cell-cell and cell-wall interactions, discrete
image pixel recordings, and the effects of cells blocking the observation of one another.

4.3.5 Implementation
Having selected an active probe with known acoustophysical properties, the user can characterize
performance of an acoustofluidic device. C. reinhardtii cells are simple to culture and maintain
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(even in nonbiological labs). Cells are taken from culture on the bench, suspended in a nitrogendepleted medium, and ready for experimental use (e.g., cells have become mature gametes) in a
few hours. Once these active probes are loaded, numerous operating parameters can be tested in
series without changing the sample, significantly reducing data collection time. The user may
‘sweep’ any operating parameter to investigate how the acoustic field evolves. In the present work,
the voltage input is gradually increased, and the line shape representing the cell distribution density
is related to the acoustic energy density within the field of view of a straight microchannel actuated
at its first half-wavelength resonance (Fig. 4.2). Once the local acoustic energy density is
determined, other device performance metrics (e.g., pressure amplitude) can be derived.

4.4 Materials and Methods
4.4.1 Microfluidic chip and experimental set-up
Conventional microfabrication processes were used to fabricate a silicon-glass chip with a
rectangular fluidic channel (l = 30 mm, w = 0.375 mm, d = 50 µm). The channel was etched in a
300-µm-thick silicon wafer following a two-step deep reactive ion etch (DRIE; front side channel,
back-side inlet/outlet through). A 500 µm thick Borofloatâ 33 cover glass was anodically bonded
to enclose the channel. A PZT-8 piezoelectric transducer (14 mm ´ 24 mm ´ 0.75 mm; APC 880,
American Piezo Ceramics) was used to excite vibrational and acoustic waves in the device. The
transducer was bonded to the chip with a thin layer of epoxy. Female luer ports (Fluidic 631,
ChipShop) were epoxied to the inlet and outlet holes to facilitate reversible tubing connections.
The chip was mounted on a temperature-controlled stage insert (PE100, Linkam). To ensure
consistent and repeatable performance, a custom-designed 3D printed chip holder (Prusament PLA,
Prusa Research) was used to lock the chip in place on the stage insert. An automated fluid delivery
system comprising a pressure control unit (MFCS-EZ, Fluigent), a multiport rotary valve (M87

Switch, Fluigent), and a flow sensor (Flow Unit, Fluigent) was used to load particles and cells into
the chip.

4.4.2 Cell culture and sample preparation
C. reinhardtii cells were provided by the Dutcher Lab at Washington University in St. Louis. Wildtype (strain CC-125) cells were incubated on agar plates at 25°C under constant lighting for 48
hours, as previously reported.121 To provoke cilia growth and to obtain a population of gametes
(rather than vegetative cells) with uniform size and motility, cells were suspended in a nitrogendepleted liquid growth medium for three hours before an experiment. During this time, the cell
sample was kept on a cell rocker (Rotator Genie, Scientific Industries) at a low speed to prevent
clumping. Finally, the cell sample was centrifuged at 1000 g for 5 min, and excess medium was
removed to attain a sample concentration of ~10 ´ 106 cells per mL.

4.4.3 Measurements of acoustophysical properties
Still images of cells were analyzed using imaging software (ZEN software, Zeiss) to obtain a
representative cell size distribution. The viscosity of the medium at 20°C was measured using a
rheometer (AR-G2, TA Instruments) with the shear rate of 1/120 s-1. The mass density and speed
of sound of the growth medium at 20°C were evaluated using a density and sound velocity meter
(DSA 5000 M, Anton Paar). The compressibility of the medium was inferred from the mass density
and speed of the sound measurements.
For mass density measurements of the cells, C. reinhardtii cells were first immobilized by
removing the cilia using an acid shock.164 The nanoscale cilia (~250 nm in diameter, 10 µm in
length) have a negligible effect on the cell mass density. A cell solution of 1 mL was treated with
acetic acid (7 µL; 0.5 N) and vortexed for 45 s. After buffering with potassium hydroxide (3.5 µl;
0.5 N), cells were centrifuged at 1000 g for 5 min. Finally, deciliated cells were resuspended in
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fresh medium. Since cells start regrowing cilia after the medium exchange, measurements were
taken immediately after the deciliation process. Density gradient centrifugation was used to obtain
the mass density. The speed of sound in a neutrally buoyant cell suspension at 20°C was measured
at various volume fractions to obtain the average compressibility of C. reinhardtii cells as
described by Cushing et al.165 The mass density measurements were used to prepare the neutrally
buoyant solutions by adding an appropriate amount of iodixanol solution (OptiPrep, Axis-Shield
Poc AS) to the cell sample. Following the Wood’s equation, the relationship between the cell
volume fraction and the speed of sound was used to deduce the average compressibility of the cells.

4.4.4 Observation of polystyrene bead trajectories in acoustic fields
Acoustic focusing of 5-µm polystyrene (PS) beads (Phosphorex) was observed using an inverted
microscope (Axio Observer z.1, Zeiss) and a 3-Megapixel camera (Axiocam 503, Zeiss). The
protocol reported by Barnkob et al.74 was followed. PS beads were suspended in the algae growth
medium to ensure the same fluid properties as those of the cell trapping experiments. The bead
solution was loaded into the chip using the automatic fluid delivery system. The ultrasound field
was turned on at the first half-wavelength resonance of the microchannel, f = 1.811 MHz (33522A,
Agilent; 2100L, ENI). Migration of the beads to the acoustic potential minimum at the channel
midline was recorded at 38 fps. The channel was flushed and loaded with new beads, and focusing
experiments were repeated until a statistically significant number of bead trajectories was collected
at each voltage step (>100). This procedure was performed for five actuation voltages: 1.68 Vpp,
2.53 Vpp, 3.45 Vpp, 4.25 Vpp, and 5.06 Vpp. Output voltage was monitored using a PC oscilloscope
(PicoScope 2204A; Pico Technology). The temperature was maintained at 20°C. The transversal
trajectories of the beads were analyzed using the General Defocusing Particle Tracking (GDPT)
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method

using

the

open-source

DefocusTracker

implementation,

see

more

via

https://defocustracking.com/.166, 167

4.4.5 Observation of C. reinhardtii cell distributions in acoustic fields
C. reinhardtii cells were loaded into the microfluidic chip, and static trapping experiments were
performed using the same setup used for the transient PS bead focusing. The field of view used in
experiments was l × w = 834 µm × 375 µm. Again, the device was actuated at the first halfwavelength resonant frequency f = 1.811 MHz. Since swimming cells revert to a uniform
distribution in between each voltage, there was no need to flush the channel as was done in between
PS bead experimental conditions. Once the sample of cells was loaded, the entire voltage range
was actuated sequentially, i.e., the voltage was increased from 0 Vpp to 8.2 Vpp, at ~0.40 Vpp
increments. Each voltage step was ‘on’ for 10 s, and acoustic actuation was turned off for 5 s in
between each voltage step to allow cells to redistribute across the channel, ensuring a uniform
distribution was achieved at the start of the subsequent step. The evolving cell distributions were
recorded at 5 fps. Drive voltage was automatically controlled using a custom Python script that
also logged the start time for each voltage step. Actuation and image acquisition time points were
correlated to assign a voltage to each image in a sequence. The temperature was maintained at
20°C, which is in the range of the ideal conditions for C. reinhardtii cells. After each full voltage
sweep, the chip was flushed and reloaded to obtain experimental replicates. The procedure was
repeated a total of 5 times over 1 h.

4.4.6 Cell distribution image processing and analysis
The first twenty images of each voltage sequence (i.e., before the first voltage step was actuated)
were used to create a background image. Captured grayscale brightfield images were inverted, and
the inverted background image was subtracted from subsequent images in the series. Initially, areas
occupied by cells were dark gray or black against a light background. After inversion, those areas
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were light gray or white with high pixel counts (closer to 16,383 on the 0-16,383 14-bit pixel value
scale) against a dark background with low pixel counts (closer to 0). The pixel counts in each
image were summed for images at the same voltage step (35 images). Consequently, regions where
cells dwelled for the longest time had the highest summed pixel count. Finally, the pixel counts
were normalized using the highest summed pixel count within an experimental trial, i.e., the
highest normalized summed pixel count was 1. Distribution maps visualizing the cell distribution
densities (light: high density, dark blue: low) were created using the davos sequential scientific
color map.156

4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Acoustophysical properties of C. reinhardtii cells and their growth
medium
swim
To calculate the relevant forces (i.e., the acoustic radiation force Frad
, and
y , swimming force Fy

the drag), the size distribution of the cells, viscosity of the growth medium, and mass density and
compressibility of both the cells and growth medium are needed. The cell growth medium exhibits
water-like properties with a viscosity of 1.02 ± 0.05 mPa s, mass density 997 kg m-3, and
compressibility 448 TPa-1, all measured at 20°C. The microscale C. reinhardtii cell body (radius
a = 4.0 ± 0.6 µm (n = 138) is well-suited to generating a large primary acoustic radiation force.
The mass density and compressibility of C. reinhardtii cells at 20°C are 1119 ± 11 kg m-3 and 386
± 3 TPa-1, respectively. With these material properties, the acoustic contrast factor is F = 0.084
± 0.004 (f0 = 0.138 ± 0.007 and f1 = 0.075 ± 0.006; see Eq. 4.4). For comparison, the mass density
and compressibility of red blood cells are 1101 ± 13 kg m-3 and 334 ± 2 TPa-1 and those of breast
cancer cells (MCF-7) are 1055 ± 1 kg m-3 and 373 ± 1 TPa-1.165
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4.5.2 Focusing behavior of C. reinhardtii cells in an ultrasonic standing wave
The distribution of C. reinhardtii cells in an acoustic field reflects the field shape and strength in
real time (Fig. 4.3Ai). A series of brightfield images taken at the same voltage step are averaged
to create a distribution map that provides a qualitative description of the field (Fig. 4.3Aii). Before
quantitative determination of the field characteristics, the time-averaged distribution map is
segmented and aligned to best represent the assumed 1D ultrasonic standing wave. At the first
half-wavelength resonance of the straight channel, the potential minimum forms at the channel
midline where cells congregate under the acoustic actuation. In the ideal case, the acoustic potential
is constant along the x-coordinate direction, varying only across the y-coordinate direction;
however, a small variation along the x direction is observed experimentally. Images taken at the
highest voltage, which exhibits a single peak at the channel midline, are divided into eight sections
along the x direction. Locations of the segment-specific peaks are determined, and the eight
segments are shifted left or right to align these peak locations. Time-averaged heat maps for the
entire series of voltage steps are shifted accordingly (Fig. 4.3Aiii).
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Fig. 4.3. Image processing and curve fitting of cell distribution images. (A) C. reinhardtii cell distribution
mapping (time averaging, segmentation, and alignment). (B) Curve fitting using a three-peak Gaussian
fit. Primary left and right peaks represent cell stacking at the trap boundaries (defining an apparent trap
width wtrap). A smaller central peak composed of immotile cells develops at the trap midline. Cell
distribution (a) and heat map (b) slices are included for reference.

The swimming behavior of C. reinhardtii is described as a random walk.132, 133 The wildtype C. reinhardtii cells (CC-125) swim ballistically (i.e., in an almost straight line) for ~1 s
(reorientation time) prior to making a turn at a random angle.85, 132 The distance travelled before
turning is called the run length. In a weak trap, where the size of the trap is much larger than the
microswimmer run length, the cells reorient before reaching the trap boundary. However, in a
strong trap, where the trap size is comparable to or smaller than the run length, the swimmers
encounter the trap boundary before they can reorient. When a swimming cell reaches a trap
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boundary (defined as the location where |𝐹78) | = | 𝐹79:;< |), the cell dwells at the boundary until
the reorientation time period ends.68 Thus, cells are more likely on average to be present in regions
near the trap boundaries. The distribution density of these boundary populations is wellrepresented by a Gaussian function (see Fig. 4.3B). As discussed earlier, we have previously
determined the characteristic velocity (~90 µm s-1) and reorientation time (~0.75 s) for the C.
reinhardtii cells, yielding a run length of ~70 µm. Typical acoustofluidic traps in the 1–10 MHz
range span from 375 µm to 37.5 µm in width (+|Frad
y |

max

to -|Frad
y |

max

or node to antinode distance).

In the present study, we observe trap widths (delineated by boundary populations of cells) of
between approximately 20 µm and 95 µm. Thus, the trap width and C. reinhardtii cell run length
are of the same order, and the experimental conditions are well within the strong strap regime.
A small number of immotile cells (whether dead or dysfunctional) exist in each sample.
Since these cells lack an intrinsic swim force, they cannot explore the extents of the larger trap and
immediately focus to the trap midline under the action of an ultrasonic standing wave. Once driven
to the midline, these cells do not redistribute as the voltage signal is varied. To account for this
effect, we use a three-peak Gaussian fit to represent the spatially averaged (along the x-coordinate
direction spanning the field of view) cell distribution density (see Fig. 4.3B). At the first voltage
step beyond the threshold where cells begin to aggregate (~2.9 Vpp), the two boundary peaks and
the middle peak formed by the immotile cells are identified by fitting the following equation,
Y = ai exp N− k

x − bi "
x − bmid "
l O + amid exp N− k
l O
ci
cmid
"

(4.8)

x + bi
+ ai exp N− k
l O,
ci
with the outer primary peaks set to be symmetric about the identified midline. For subsequent
voltage steps, the values of amid, bmid, and cmid are held constant (assuming no further focusing of
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the immotile cell population occurs after the first fit condition), while the fitting coefficients ai, bi,
and ci were determined for each voltage step i. Finally, we define the trap width wtrap as the peakto-peak distance between the outer primary peaks.

4.5.3 Measurement of the acoustic energy density using C. reinhardtii cells
Using C. reinhardtii cells as active probes, the evolving acoustic field was observed as voltage
was varied from 0 to 8.20 Vpp. The resulting distributions correspond to three distinct confinement
regimes: subthreshold, curve fitting, and suprasaturation (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.4). In the
subthreshold range, where the applied voltage is below the threshold for confinement, the
swimming force of the cells is greater than the acoustic radiation force. Immotile cells with zero
swim force are moved to the channel midline (the potential minimum of the half-wavelength
standing wave), but swimming cells overcome the acoustic radiation force and no apparent
acoustic trap is formed. Just beyond the confinement threshold at 2.87 Vpp, cells begin to aggregate
within the region between the radiation force maxima that delineate the trap ( +|Frad
y |
-|Frad
y |

max

max

to

). The three-peak Gaussian fitting approach described above is used to define the trap

boundary locations and apparent trap width wtrap. As the voltage is gradually increased, the
boundary locations shift closer to the midline, and the trap width narrows, reflecting the increase
in field strength. When wtrap becomes smaller than the effective cell size (body diameter plus cilia
length, ~18 µm), cells are considered tightly packed and neighboring cells constrain further
confinement. The wtrap cannot decrease significantly beyond a minimum value corresponding to
trap saturation at a voltage of ~6 Vpp (see Fig. 4.4). It becomes difficult to achieve a three-peak fit,
and even if three peaks can be resolved, any further decreases in wtrap are not solely a function of
the increasing trap strength. In fact, cells are so tightly packed in the suprasaturation range that a
single peak fit is unavoidable. Because the apparent trap width is ill-defined in the subthreshold
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and suprasaturation ranges, these experimental conditions are excluded from the performance
analysis, i.e., conditions yielding trap widths smaller than 18 µm are not used for Eac calculations
(see Fig. 4.5).
Analysis of the wtrap variation with increasing voltage suggests that there could be a
potential change in swimming speed as experimental time progresses. Note that although the 5
experimental repeats were performed with different C. reinhardtii samples, samples were taken
from the same stock suspension so that the last trial (T5 in Fig. 4.5) occurred almost 1 h after the
first trial (T1, Fig. 4.5). The trap width as a function of applied voltage V exhibits an exponential
decay as shown in Fig. 4.5. However, the decay is more severe for the later trials. We suspect that
the swimming capability of the cells may decrease slightly over time. In the current study, the freeswimming cells were recorded at a high enough frame rate for the swim speed calculation only at
the beginning of the first experiment. This can result in an incorrect Fswim calculation. In the future,
in situ swimming speed determination should be performed before each trial to ensure an accurate
Fswim measurement. Though this requires an additional analysis step, each Fswim calculation can be
completed in less than 1 min.
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Fig. 4.4. (A) Acoustic radiation potential Ũ, (B) single-frame example of the C. reinhardtii cell
distribution, (C) heat map representing a 35-frame time-averaged C. reinhardtii cell distribution density
Λ normalized to the highest intensity for the entire experimental trial, and (D) spatially averaged (along
" for each
the x-coordinate direction spanning the field of view) C. reinhardtii cell distribution density Λ
voltage step of the experimental Trial 2 (starting 21 min after sample preparation). The three confinement
regimes are identified as i. subthreshold range, ii. curve fitting range, and iii. suprasaturation range with
the threshold and saturation voltages as indicated.

Fig. 4.5. Trap width wtrap versus applied voltage V. As the applied voltage increases, the field strength
increases, and the trap width decreases exponentially. Representative density distributions are shown for
i. threshold, ii. curve fitting range, and iii. saturation voltages for experimental Trial 2 (starting 21 min
after sample preparation).

4.5.4 Measurement of the acoustic energy density using polystyrene beads
The acoustic energy density in the same silicon-glass microchannel is measured using a
conventional particle tracking approach for validation of the motile cell-based method. When the
device is actuated at the first half-wavelength resonance of the channel, particles undergo an
acoustophoretic motion and are moved to terminal positions at the channel midline. The particle
movements are recorded at five different voltages ranging from 1.68 Vpp to 5 Vpp. The particle
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velocity is extracted from the imaging data, and the balance of acoustic radiation force and drag is
used to determine the acoustic energy density.
Fig. 4.6B shows individual particle trajectories traced using GDPT166 at the 4.25 Vpp
voltage step. The region of interest (equivalent to the field of view) is divided into five segments,
and the corresponding velocity plot of every particle enables determination of an average velocity
vs. y-position for each segment (Fig. 4.6A). As before, segments are aligned to create the
sinusoidal particle velocity plots for all five voltages investigated (Fig. 4.6C). The acoustic energy
density is determined as a fitting parameter by fitting the transversal velocity distribution to the
theoretical prediction obtained by inserting the transverse radiation force Frad
y in Eq. (4.6) into the
non-swimming and transverse version of the particle motion equation [Eq. (4.2)],
uy =

2Φ " ac
a ky E sinV2ky yW .
3η

(4.8)

The resultant energy density as a function of applied voltage is shown in Fig. 4.6D. The
measured acoustic energy density very closely fits the expected power law Eac µ V2, confirming
that the energy density is proportional to the applied voltage squared. Note that the microfluidic
channel walls impose a hydrodynamic drag on the polystyrene beads undergoing an
acoustophoretic movement. The wall-drag correction factor, a function of the channel height,
particle location in the z direction, and particle size, was incorporated.168, 169 The final relationship
incorporating the wall-drag correction is Eac = 2.09 V2.
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Fig. 4.6. Acoustic field measurement using passive polystyrene particles. (A) Particle velocity for every
particle across the channel width. (B) Particle trajectories at the first half-wavelength resonance of the
rectangular microchannel. (C) Average particle velocity at five different voltages: 1.68 Vpp, 2.53 Vpp,
3.45 Vpp, 4.25 Vpp, and 5.06 Vpp. (D) Acoustic energy density Eac as a function of the applied voltage V.

4.5.4 Motile cell-based method validation
The trends in Eac vs. V obtained using the two different methods are almost identical (Fig. 4.7).
Due to the potential variation in the swim speed (and consequently the swim force) over time, the
motile cell-based experimental trials are divided into three groups based on the time elapsed from
the start of Trial 1. The first trial exhibits exactly the same Eac vs. V relationship obtained from the
passive particle tracing, with the leading coefficient of the former deviating by less than 1 % from
the reference value (Fig. 4.7A). The second trial, performed approximately 20 min after the first,
also provides a good match to results from the conventional bead-based method (Fig. 4.7B). This
is a remarkable outcome given the typical inconsistencies of biological cells (as evidenced by
variations in size, material properties, and here, swimming characteristics). Further, C. reinhardtii
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cells have the potential to become a rapid and accurate experimental measurement tool in
acoustofluidics, replacing laborious and time-consuming approaches involving passive particles.
Trials 3–5, performed more than 30 minutes after the first trial, show a slight deviation from the
reference result (and those of Trials 1 and 2) (Fig. 4.7C). It is unclear if this is due to changes in
swimming behavior or operating condition, but there is a clear drift toward an overprediction of
the Eac. Regardless the source of this change in behavior, the cell-based method could account for
any such changes by taking in situ swimming speed measurements prior to each experimental trial.
Wild-type C. reinhardtii allow measurement of acoustic energy densities in the 0 to 100 J m-3
range, which is relevant to many acoustic microfluidic devices. The pressure amplitude can be
simply derived from the definition of acoustic energy density Eac = p2a /V4ρo c2o W and is in the range
from 0 to ~1 MPa. Again, this demonstrates that C. reinhardtii can be broadly applicable in the
field of acoustofluidics.

Fig. 4.7. Validation of the motile cell-based performance characterization method by comparing the Eac
vs. V relationships obtained using C. reinhardtii measurement probes and passive particle tracing. Motile
cell-based measurement (A) Trial 1: +00 min, (B) Trial 2: +21 min, and (C) Trials 3–5: > +30 min.

4.6 Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells can be used as active probes
to accurately measure the acoustic energy density in acoustofluidic devices. The acoustophysical
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properties of C. reinhardtii cells and their growth medium needed for the field quantification are
also reported. Based on the experimentally determined properties, the acoustic energy density at
different field strengths is calculated in a straight channel at the first half-wavelength resonance.
The resulting relationship between acoustic energy density and drive voltage closely matches
(within 1 %) that measured under the same conditions using a conventional (and less-efficient)
method that relies on passive polymer beads. The use of C. reinhardtii cells instead of passive
beads significantly shortens the field characterization and quantitative analysis time, from several
hours to several minutes. Not only does this reduce the length of experiments, but it also provides
an improved and necessary understanding of parametric sensitivities to operating conditions that
occur at different time scales. Since C. reinhardtii cells are algae cells, they are inexpensive,
accessible, and easy to maintain. All these properties suggest the potential to develop C. reinhardtii
as a standardized, active probe system to measure device performance. By establishing this method,
we hope to improve the operational stability of acoustofluidic technologies, accelerating their
adoption in emerging application areas. We are currently exploring method applicability to more
complex acoustic wave fields (including propagating waves). In the future, the method may be
extended to performance characterization of other microfluidic manipulation/separation
technologies (e.g., electrophoretic, magnetophoretic, and optical).
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future
Directions
5.1 Summary of work
This dissertation presented a number of studies that involve the interactions between acoustic fields
and motile microorganisms. First, an acoustofluidics-based motility assay which processes bulk
images instead of tracing individual particle trajectories was introduced. By utilizing an acoustic
trap and eliminating particle tracing, the proposed method significantly shortens the amount of
time required for processing and analysis. This rapid quantification method of cell motility was
applied to discriminate swimming of wild-type and mutant Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells with
different swimming behaviors. Results closely approximate the average speed of a population
estimated from a conventional swimming speed determination method. Using the acoustic trapand-release method, automated analysis of hundreds of cells can be performed in minutes.
The calibrated motile C. reinhardtii cells were then used as active probes to characterize
the acoustofluidic device performance. To date, computational modeling and experimental
methods that use passive polymer beads have been used to investigate the field performance.
However, they do not adequately capture the real-world phenomena or are limited to labs with
special expertise and/or set-up. The lack of standardized performance characterization methods
has delayed the commercialization of acoustofluidic devices. To advance the field of
acoustofluidics, rapid and accurate characterization of the field performance is critical. This work
introduced a method that can precisely assess acoustofluidic device performance in situ, in real
time. We demonstrated that the optimal device resonances within a specified frequency range can
be automatically identified using C. reinhardtii cells as active probes. Qualitative mapping of the
acoustic field shape and strength for various channel shapes, ranging from straight, circular, to a
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complex geometry, was presented. For quantification of the performance measurement metric, the
properties (mass density, compressibility, and size) of C. reinhardtii cells were measured. Using
the experimentally determined properties, the acoustic energy density in a simple straight
rectangular microchannel driven at the first half-wavelength resonance was calculated. Field
quantification over a range of actuation voltages in a single experiment was accomplished.
The presented work lays the foundation for a measurement tool that can accelerate
translation of research prototypes to commercial products, improving the long-term viability of
acoustofluidic devices. C. reinhardtii has a great potential to be developed as a standardized active
probe to quantify performance of microfluidic devices. The demonstrated method may also be
applied to other microfluidic techniques, such as electrophoretic, magnetophoretic, and optical.

5.2 Limitations and future directions
The quantitative field characterization showed that there could be a potential swimming speed
variation as the time progresses. In the current study, the free motion of cells was recorded at a
high enough frame rate for the swim speed calculation only at the beginning of the first experiment.
This can obscure the Fswim calculation. In the future, in situ swimming speed determination should
be performed before each trial for a more accurate Fswim measurement.
The ideal temperature range for C. reinhardtii cells is from 20 to 35 °C. Temperatures
below or above the range are not accessible using these algae cells. Since most experiments are
performed at room temperature, we do not anticipate a significant shortcoming. However, it may
be problematic for the biologically relevant temperature of 36.5 °C. In this work, a single
temperature, 20 °C, was used throughout the projects. Moving forward, the use of C. reinhardtii
cells in a wider temperature range should be investigated.
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Qualitative field mapping was demonstrated for acoustofluidic devices of various
geometries, ranging from a simple straight channel to circular chamber and a more complex shape.
The quantitative analysis was done for the straight channel at the first half-wavelength only. Twodimensional and more intricate fields need to be investigated. Passive polymer beads can only be
used for simple fields where the numerical expression for the acoustic radiation force can be solved.
We plan on developing the proposed method so that the active probes can be used in characterizing
acoustic fields of arbitrary shape.
In this dissertation, the wild-type CC-125 cells were used as active probes. With its
propulsive force (~10 pN), the minimum acoustic energy that can be measured is around 20 J m-3.
Acoustic field with a lower acoustic energy density cannot be detected using the wild-type cells,
since no acoustic trap will be formed. For weaker acoustic fields, mutant C. reinhardtii cells with
slower swim speed (hence smaller swim force), can be used. For example, ida3 which has a defect
in the inner dynein arm, exhibits a swimming speed/force that is approximately two thirds of the
wild type. The swim speed and force of oda5, which has a defect in the outer dynein arm, is about
one third of the wild type.
We see a great potential in C. reinhardtii as a measurement tool for qualitative and
quantitative field characterization of acoustofluidic devices. We would like to highlight that heir
use is not limited to acoustic fields; they can be applied to other microfluidic devices with different
external force fields. We hope the proposed method will contribute to device development,
optimization, and translation into commercial settings. We plan on establishing the protocols for
cell preparation, operating parameter sweep (frequency, applied voltage, temperature, etc.), image
processing and analysis, and acoustic energy density calculations and make them available for the
wider microfluidics community.
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Appendix A: Relationship of ΔJ/CSA to MSD
A.1 Ideal case
The mean squared displacement of a collection of spreading cells is expressed as
MSD = 〈|x − xo |" 〉 =

1

N

N

D|xn − xno |"

(A.1)

n'!

where x = xn is the location of cell n at time t, xo = xno is the initial location of the cell, and N is
the total number of cells in the trap. To determine the ratio ΔJ/CSA we first define the polar
moment of inertia, 𝐽F, for the composite region of spreading cells with respect to a centroidal
coordinate system at time t as
𝐽F = Imin + Imax = G r" 𝑑A

(A.2)

where Imin and Imax are the second moments of area of the region, and r is the distance from an area
element to the centroid of the region: r = |x − xc |. For a collection of discrete cells with areas
Acell,n, 𝐽F becomes
N

𝐽F = D|xn − xc |" 𝐴)*++,- ,

(A.3)

n'!

where xn is the location of cell n at time t and xc is the location of the centroid of the cell collective
at time t. Similarly, CSA can be expressed as
N

CSA = D 𝐴)*++,- .

(A.4)

n'!

In an ideal trap-and-release experiment, a collection of identical cells would all start from the same
point (the center of the trap) and swim radially outward, each with the same speed. If the initial
location of every cell is the centroid (i.e., xno = xc) and each cell has the same area (i.e., Acell,n =
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Acell), the ratio of the polar moment of inertia (From Eq. A.3) to the cross-sectional area (from
Eq. A.4) is exactly equal to the MSD:
∑Nn'!|xn − xno |"
𝐽F
=
= MSD.
CSA
𝑁

(A.5)

A.2 Practical implementation
To account for small deviations from the ideal scenario described above, we report a slightly
different metric: the change in total polar moment of inertia about the original centroid, ΔJ. First,
spreading is not perfectly axisymmetric: the centroid of the cell collective shifts from its original
position as the cells spread. The parallel axis theorem is used to account for drift of the centroid.
The total polar moment of inertia, J, with respect to the initial centroid of the cell collective at t =
0, is thus
𝐽 = 𝐽F + 𝑑 " CSA = 𝐽F + 𝑑 " G 𝑑𝐴,

(A.6)

where CSA is the cross-sectional area at the current time, t, and d is the distance between the
current centroid and the centroid at t = 0: d = | xc - xco |. Second, the cells do not all start at the
same initial location at t = 0, as they would in an ideal acoustic trap. To account for the finite initial
radius of the cell cluster, the J value at t = 0, Jo, is subtracted from J to obtain ΔJ, defined as
∆𝐽 = 𝐽 − 𝐽( .

(A.7)

The proposed metric of spreading, ΔJ/CSA, thus accounts for asymmetric spreading and imperfect
trapping.
For completeness, we expand this metric for a collection of discrete cells:
Δ𝐽
𝐽F + 𝑑 " CSA − 𝐽(
=
.
CSA
CSA
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(A.8)

The term
N

𝑑 " CSA = |xc − xco |" D 𝐴)*++,- ,

(A.9)

n'!

where xco is the location of the centroid of the cell collective at time t = 0. Similarly, Jo becomes
N

𝐽( = D|xno − xco |" 𝐴)*++,-( ,

(A.10)

n'!

where xno is the initial location of each cell, and Acell,no is the initial area of each cell. Substituting
expressions for 𝐽F, 𝐽( , and CSA into Eq. A.8, we obtain
∑Nn'!|xo − xo |" 𝐴)*++,- + |xc − xco |" ∑Nn'! 𝐴)*++,- − ∑Nn'!|xno − xco |" 𝐴)*++,-(
Δ𝐽
=
.
CSA
∑Nn'! 𝐴)*++,-

(A.11)

If all cells are of constant, uniform apparent size, Acell,n = Acell,no = Acell, then
∑Nn'!|xn − xc |" + 𝑁|xc − xco |" − ∑Nn'!|xno − xco |"
Δ𝐽
=
.
CSA
N

(A.12)

Considering again the ideal case, if there is no drift (perfect radial spreading), the centroid is fixed:
xc = xco; also, for a perfect acoustic trap, all cells are initially confined to the trap center: xno = xco.
Under these ideal conditions,
∑Nn'!|xn − xno |"
Δ𝐽
=
= MSD.
CSA
N
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(A.13)
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